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The essay that follows was the last paper written by the founding
editor of The South Carolina Review. I t was prepared for delivery at
the Modern Language Association Convention on December 28, 1975,
in San Francisco. It was well received at that meeting and later deemed
worthy of publication by another authority on the poetry of A. R.
Ammons. We decided to print it without revision as a contribution to
o w continuing series on postmodemist poets and in the memory of
A1 Reid, who died in March, 1976.
R. J. C .

THE POETRY OF A. R. .ihl31OXS
ALFRED S. RFm
We can scarcely read a literary review or critiml essay these days
without finding the word post-morlem. One critic has even described
certain writers as post-contemporanj. These usages of post-, paralleled
by equally frequent occurrences of neo- in combination with romunticism,
realism, or eerprimentalism. might be a mere passing semantic fad, but
more likely they suggest a pervasive sense of cultural transition. As
one reviewer has put it, the transition has progressed to the point that
o w literature is "no longer 'post-modernist' but 'pre-something.' " Perhaps
other critics are saying the same thing when they recognize no literary
orthodoxy. Nevertheless, some critics still insist that modernism is not
over. Despite the deaths of all the great moderns and o w lengthening
distance from the peak of modernism, these critics say that modernist
p o e m continues in different ways. One critic speaks of early modems
and late modems. Others use the term for its mystique. Still others use
the label modern only as a term of convenience or habit, more in its
popular sense of n m than in its critical sense o# a body of writing
that flourished in the teens and twenties of this century and had certain
definite characteristics, such as repudiation of rhetoric, a reliance on
formalist techniques of myth, symbol, and subjective states, an ironical,
analytic detachment, and a numbing sense of alienation and nihilism.
If we define modemism by two of these most essential featuresfirst, its impersonality, its formal separation of art and reality, its attraction to personae and fictions to live by, as in Pound, Yeats, Eliot, and
Stevens-and, second, by its hollow despair, its inability to accept
absolutes, we cannot help being struck by the newer tendencies of
certain representative contemporary poets to take the opposite attitude
of demythologizing the poem, of personalizing it, of blurring the line
between art and reality, and of making more than tentative attempts
'3 re-attach man to his world within a contex? of faith I refer mainly
[21
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the recent work of Robert Lowell and A. R. Ammons but also to
as Allen Ginsberg and Imamu Amiri B'araka (formerly LeRoi
Tones). The latter two are speaial cases, and Lowell is already well
recognized as probably our major contemporary or post-modernist poet.
He abandoned the mythic approach for the semi-autobiographical, and
in 1973 in The Do
surprisei
vith mbis optimism, his
"'heaviness lifted."
To develop this ,,..,,..,rsial
point ,
,
"merging post-modemist
sensibility, I shall therefore concentrate on A. R. Ammons, who is less
well known than the others in spite of his recent winning of the National
Book Award in 1972 for his Collected Poems and the Bollingen Prize in
1974 for his latest book Sphere. I realize the risks of oversimplification
in arguing that a post-modemist sensibility can be demonstrated at this
point and that it can be reduced to two features. I make the assertion
less as dogma than as a hypothesis, something to he explored. But the
truth is that some kind of break has de!hitely been taking place since
the 1950s and that essentially it includes a blurring of the line between
poetic art and reality and an urge to religious synthesis. Let us look at
these phenomena in the poetry of A. R. Ammons.
Ammons began his poetic career in 1955 as a descendant of the
wasteland poets in a little book called Ommateum. It is clearly modernist in technique and tone. The dominant image is that of a mythic
wanderer, a sort of priestly poet or kingly exiled figure, of ten name1less,
often named Ezra or Gilgamesh, one who seeks wisdom for himself and
. .
restoration for his people. He shuffles over the dry desert land, over
"the bleached and broken fields," over the ravaged cities, hoping to
hear the eternal word in the wind, but "there were no echoes from the
waves." "The sap is gone out of the trees." There is only a "great vacuity."
Death, disease, war, and destruction stalk the land and leave it in
a~hes.Wells are polluted and yield only muddy water, beer cans, and
innertubes; there is scant shade under the willow bees. The wanderer
is as often dead as alive and yet finds some minimum insight in this
dying state. Corning to a primitive shore, he is killed by an aborigine's
arrow shot in his throat. Although taken off by the wind, he returns to
find his own dry bones, draws pictures with one of his ribs in the sand,
and sings Devonshire airs. IIe clies in a more "mirthful place" and hears
the buzzards engaged over him in talk that sounds "excellent to my
eternal ears" while they wait for a 'savoring age to come."
The book shows the obvious influence of: Eliot's The Waste Land
but contains a few more hints of redemption, as in the desire to expe::?nee an eternal unity beyond the flux, the image of working in the
by a sheaf of light tom from a sunbeam, a love affair with a lion
.:- 3 waterhole, and especially the various miracles of moonlight, grass,
:o

F U C ~poets
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and autumn harvest. In 'When I Set Fire to the Reed Patch,'' Ammons
experiences not only pleasure and beauty but "mulch for next year's
shoots/ the greenest hope/ autumn ever/ left this patch 05 reeds."
Eight years later, in 1963, in his second book, Expressions of Sea
Level, Arnmons abandoned the formalist imagery of the mythic wasteland
and the hollow despair. He describes the familiar landscape of farms and
inlets of his you& in Whiteville, North Carolina. Instead of the dramatic
masque of the wandering Ezra-Gilgamcsh fiqre, he adopts the more
general speech of meditation. Instead of a forlorn search for faith,
apocalyptic and surrealistic, he focuses on a helief in an orderly world
in which finite and natural boundaries reuect an immense universal
order. We live amid these forms. thew "ex~re~sions
of sea level," he
writes, on the periphery of being. far from the center, yet not so far
that we do not recognize the unih of creation in its multitudinous
identities and motions, its mysteriouc con~inzsand goings, its harmonious
and wonderful operations. The honk m!cl~ratesthis sense of union and
order in the universe: "an order QF inctinct prevails/ through all accidents of circumstances," he \\-rites in "Irleutity." Along the edge, the
crust, one can h d "disorder rine. entropy rich, high levels of random,/
numerous occasions of a c ~ i d e n tBut
. ~ these multitudinous forms or modes
are possible because the "unilerl:in~" essence is "all and/ beyond destruce
fully in no/ particular form." We cannot know
tion/ b e c a ~ ~ screated
the essence, only "its fom~s,the motions. ./ its/ permanence," but we
know the essence is there hecause its manifestations work so well and
appear so universally. Therefore the poet in "Raft" drifts out through
the inlet to the sea, letting "the currents be/ whatever they would be,/
allowing possibility/ to chance/ where choice/ could not impose itself."
In "Hymn" he says he will find this eternal essence both by leaving the
earth and by staying:

.

and if I find you I must go out deep into your far resolutions
and if I find you I must stay here with the separate leaves.
The book represents a striking departure from the modernist sensibility in which the poem is d c e and man is cut off fmni his world.
Ammons is both a neo-romantic and a pragmatist, fusing certain modem
scientfic principles of indeterminacy and closed structures with an older
Platonic metaphysics of matter and form and of the one and the many.
In his subsequent books of short lyrics-Curson's Inlet, A'orthfielcl
Poems, Uplands, and Briefings in the 1960s and early 1970s-Arnmons,
for the most part, expands and illustrates his theories of peripheries
and identities of nature. The bulk of his output consists of short nature
poems about the familiar objects in his experience-inlets, dunes, rivers,
animals, butterlly weeds, moming glories, pea vines. a favorite mule,
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- ' ' trees in the snow. He invites his friends to visit him and see the
f '-rs of nature, to be blessed as he by the destruction of self: in the
- ...; :-hanies of natural experience, be "released from forms" into the
. !,~!ies of meaning" and into the transcendental mysteries of the "over,...
prcsence. He has his dark moments, his struggles and losses; he
.
:ri0n.s violence and change; but he consistently holds to a world of open
::,xsibilities and the pervasive order of objects perceivable by the human
n?!nd and traceable to a vitality at the core. Ammons comes close to a
\T~hitmanesqueabsorption into the One but strives to maintain a wholesome pragmatic balance between the oneness and the manyness of
reality. Facts arc facts, regardless of the freedom of philosophy, and
he insists that we take the world as we sense it. With a similar stubbomness, he insists that we take the spiritual essence as we intuit it. In
many of his poems, he professes to talk to mountains, rivers, and trees
but wisely recognizes that his capacity for synthesis and flexibility of
perspective makes man superior to, if slightly confused by, these other
stable identities that he can take apart and re-order ("Zone"). As he
says in "Poetics" (from Briefings), he looks for ways that things will
turn out spiraling from a center.
In the midst of these personal nature lyrics spoken in his own voice,
.kens departed still further from the modernist sensibility of mythical
analysis by writing a spontaneous autobiographical book-length poem,
Tape for the Turn of the Year. With this work he explicitly joined the
post-modernist movement begun ten years earlier by Ginsberg and
1,owell. The Beats had aggressively challenged the modernist theory of
the objective correlative of subliminal experience. They had advocated
direct autobiographical treatment of reality and favored spontaneity
over art. They argued too that the intellectual imposition of form on
expression distorted reality. In Life Sfrrdies of 1960 Lowell had likewise
departed from his earlier mode-mist \vorl; by demythologizing poetry
in the confessional mode. ,hmons' Tope similarly blurs the line between reality and art. Insertin2 an adding-machine tape into his typewriter, he proceeded to write a journal of his feelings, reminiscences,
thoughts, and activities-a "long thin poem," he called it-between early
December, 1963, aud early January, l9G4. "Anti-art and nonclassical," the
book ridicules both the modernist and classical theories of poetry as
artificial and obscure. Ammons accepts the "frazzling reality" of his
daily life as more genuine, a "way of going along with the world as it is:
'I care about the statement/ of fact:/ the true picture/ has a beauty
%:her/ than Beauty." He put the idea better ten years later in Sphere
...:!]en he scoffed at the tightly made modernist poem: "I don't know
:!.out you, but I'm sick of good poems, all those little rondures/ splendidly
'.:?usht off, painted gourds on a shelf." In Sphere and in Tape he
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wanted to write something more personal, something massive, more
synthesizing, something that touches "the universal anywhere you touch
it everywhere." Yet he was not fully satisfied with the artlessness of
Tape and concluded at that time that one cannot get too free: reality
has to accept some f o m because form, as he is fond of saying, is part
of reality; the identities of matter have their conhements though seemingly looser than the strict oneness of the center. Tape therefore is only
a temporary launching, an experiment to see how far spontaneity will
go without much imposed order, and it will not go very far. He retuned
to his short lyrics of natural insights until he finally devised a series of
more controlled verse-essays or l e d w s to provide the "play-shapes"
that satisfied him.
The fist of these verse-essays, 'Essay on Poetics," defines poetry
as a synthesizing principle. A poem. he says, draws out the multiple
stimuli of reality, those essential d p ~ i ~a nqd mnfiq~rationsthat curve
to the wholeness of meaning. L a n ~ l a n cis a level of abstraction that
only appears to suppress realit) w?li!e actually holding it in a stasis:
"poems are arresting in two ways: the?. atixact attention with/ glistery
astonishment and they hold it: rtasis: the? gather and/ stay: the progression is from sound and motion to silence and rest." The poem must
not violate the bits and pieces of reality but must tidy them up. There
is a living organism in life's structures, and the poet's task is to locate
that law at the centers of the various blobs and clusters so as to find
their meanings and preserve the living core. Ammons' tone is slightly
whimsical, and the view of poetry is not new: as others have noted,
it is Whitmanesque. Kbat is mainly interesting is the almost banal
perspective of a lecturer +ins out illustrations, deliberately avoiding
the 'locked clarity" of finished poem for a 'linearm-perhaps he means
rhetorical-mode that keeps open all options and possibilities of thought.
To Arnmons, poetry is "fun," a "superior amusement." He deplores the
"Scoffers," the "party-poopers who are/ afraid they ought to believe in
history or logical positi~smand/ don't have any real desire to do so:
they are scarcely worth a/ haircut: organisms, I can tell you, build up
under the trust of joy and nothing else can lift them out of the miry
poems are pure joy, however divisiondy they sway
circumstances:
with grief: the way to joy is integration's delivery of the complete
lode. ."As did Tape for the Turn of the Year, this long poem repudiates
the Pound-Eliot-Yeats-Stevens tradition of recondite myth and the
cynical historical complicators of the very simple romantic truth of a
harmonious creative center.
In a second lecture-poem called "Extremes and Moderations'
Ammons delights in this great principle of harmonious balance that
moderates nature's extremes of winds, floods, lightning, and body sick-

. ..

..
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- :-r . 3ut he expresses fear that human beings have technologically
.;.-??red with nature so as to upset the balances. Such things as fac. ..:-, .- automobiles, and chemical insecticides have jeopardized the
. .
- . ~nciugprinciple: "blue green globe, we have tipped your balance/
. : ' ? n ~ hwe have scalded and oiled the seas and/ scabbed the land and
.-:&ed the mirror of heaven, we must try/ to stay and keep those who
.7-re alive alive." Like Blake and Hopkins and others before him, he
:,rlieves that nature's balances are superior to our own and that we
xe headed for deskuctiou unless we can align our psychic forces with
nature's. Extreme aills to ex1reme, and moderation is losing its effect
and quality. Yet all is not dn:ary; he has faith that we shall recognize
7
our folly and save our worm.
The third of th
es, "Hibernaculum;" attempt!s more ambitiously than the ear
.essays to d&ne the poet's cIwn emerging
--3
r tangle of his
mental and physical lueunry. It catalogues the w e ~ ~ emu
sensations that are bursting into a recognizable personality. He sees
himself coexisting with naturt:without conscious will. Compared, how....
ever, to Whitman's brilliant poems on the subject of the self's becoming
-"Song of Myself" and "Crossing Brooklyn Femy"Ammons' poem is
unsuccessful. It does exactly what he says he hopes he will not do:
"I must not when I get up on/ the soapbox wash out." The bobs and
bits never synthesize, and the tone is proudly clever rather than penetrating. A few isolated passages are splendid, but earlier shorter poems
about nature-"Identity," "Risks and Possibilities," "Expressions of Sea
Level," "Gravelly Run," "Carson's Inlet"--say much better what he
seems to be trying to say here about his own identity as a consciously
complex person in the process of organizing his various multiplicities.
Ammons' Sphere reffims the ideas of the one-many and centerperiphery that have guided his thought for more than fifteen years. It
brilliantly succeeds in showing the underlying unity of diversity that
leads up to the Most High. It is the h e s t of his autobiographical verseessays, a meditative philosophical lecture on the unifying forces in
nature. It is also a work in the grand American tradition of EmersonThoreau-Whitman-Frost, the blend of the practical and the idealistic,
the semi-cantankerous and garmlous amateur thinker eliciting universal
meanings from commonplace details. It is a joyous book, a celebration
of living, a humble awareness of the mysteries of cycles and changes.
Beginning with a statement of his usual theme of the mystery of
an integrated universe, Ammons proceeds to illustrate its working in
lively examples: sexual imagery, geometric imagery, the seasonal changes,
?atwe's ways of renewals and balancings, the eternal springing of water
ix a well, numerous kinds of objects like chairs or fictions that imitate
'he ideas of these things, daily routines that identify him, history ever
7

..,..-
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on the move toward newer meanings, biological fornlations, and so ona constant flux of organization and divine recreation in which "fragments/ cease to be fragmentary and work toxether in a high flotation."
It is one long ecstatic book-length sentence of 1$60 lines arranged into
155 numbered sections of four three-line stanza5. Like Whihan, Ammons
addresses "vagne hosannas: evaporation without arithmetic of loss." He
feels so blessed that he invites others to ioin him: "send folks over: I
have/ plenty to pass around . .; I y on :!~e confidence that in this
whole magnificence nothing is! importan:. ><-ii!-s!~ouldthis be, yet everything is, even this/ as it testifies to :ht c5zncinz and staying." Abandon
your scrambling for social statnc. !ir c!:i?i=i r n ~ l e r nman: "let go and
let your humanity rise to its nxtr~iz! F~i?l?t. said the star, and you
will in that smallness be ar r-r.2: 2~ 1.'. Ti:,: n::itude estencls to patriotism as well. He ecsta?icn!:y ;:?:;,'c
'?l: r?i!nh-\. and its citizens and
ic
attacks the radical, nay-sa?-i-z. r : r ~ ~ t r i ~ :tratlition:

.

they com;>!..ln
;\mefic3

,-!' :

,..-.-~r...
: .

I c!n't understnnd my readers:
,
~...;.:.:r.ii;ms
as if the United States of
t-f \ - . r ? S : !?ley ask why I'm so big on the

~-~
.

one-nl.7.!lv ?r.,!.'=....
t'lr:: ne\.er saw one: my readers: what do
thcV ryn ... :-.... 3 n.in born and raised in a country whose
:; f .;'.,-:'
rtn!rm: I'm just, like Whitman, trying to
key, . :.>-r
L

.:

half ctr~i:!i! about my country.

..

Anrl ~r-!!.?: !P I:peps straight is the unity, the federation, the comradeship. tile cc.n:inuing possibilities:

I figure I'm the exact
poet of the concrete par excellence, as W h i b a n might say:
they a ~ kme, my readers, when I'm going to go politicized or
radicalized or public when I've sat here for years singing
unattended the off-songs of the territories and the midland coordinates of Cleveland or Cincinnati: when I've prized multeity
and differcnce down to the mold under the leaf on the one
hand and swept up into the perfect composures of nothingness
on the other. .

. .

R u t he has no intention of radicalizing or politicizing, only of asserting
hope and reassurance, of singing "that tireless river system of streaming/
unih: my country: my country; can't cease from its/ sizzling d n g s
?n 1nnl.e into my 'motions' and 'stayings'":
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_
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: ::
...,.I-.

.

self, my work, and my country, you may
. . .- cot the grandeurs. . . .

..

71)-

_ _ .. . - \ - e "a broad sanction that gives range! to life," to
~.
_ _ . . -3 \..-hich the rose can keep its edges out of/ frost"
. .. .. . ... .. '-nnts of misery, depression, and disease can/ unwind
.

~

..

,

:~
~

'

.. . -

_ :.._.,

~.
I I. . . .. .
'

~.
. r

. -?rice.

-.; and witty, often a bit tedious and overblown, Sphere

e\-er or dull for long. It securely grounds its observaother essay poems, on a progression of events, natural
- . z t take place during one season: the melting snow of
. ~.
'ixt-off of Apollo 16, "April 23rd and still not a ddodil,"
- - I 3 trip to Baltimore on April 29 to find daffodils in bloom,
. . t i n s of the lawn, a cook-out at a friend's house on May 6,
: carden, trimming a quince, being chased by a hornet while
-;.ronica from the lawn. In this respect the poem resembles
I; \i.ell as Leaves of Grass, a kind of writing in which the asser1 to concretes and the concretes rise again to universals.
: , in the most careless meaning of the term m d e m is Ammons a
it poet in Sphere. He has rejected nearly everything that the
- - --nists stood for. Like the other post-modems he has extolled per.. . ' .
.:.:.:, blurred the line between art and reality, denlythologized the
:..,*ern. He is no confessionalist of a broken life, no advocate of poems2:-l~ullets,no extremist as A. Alvarez has called Plath, who tragically
ii~!EIled the meaning of her poems in her suicidal death. He has rediscovered his own kind of personal expression, the lecture, the verse-essay,
?!ie Emersonian sermon. More than any of the others of his time he has
attempted to re-integrate man into a whole person in a whole nation
in a whole world, a part of a synthesis of man, natnre, and God. He is
the new poet of hope and faith, national and cosmic, who prophesies
R "climb/ up the low beUy of this soxs cpntnn, through the seventies,/
ei,qhties, right on upward to the attachments, the anterior/ or posterior
bkation, anything better than the swung pregnancies of these evil years."
A movement as pervasive and successful as modernism will not
succumb easily to change. It \!-ill continue to shape the work of contemporary poets for years to come. Pet Ammons is only one of several
poets in tlie past fifteen years \i.llo has challenged the formalist theories
and practice of modernism, not only by outright argument but by the
more glacial emergence of a new sensibility. In the process he has lost
<?me of the dramatic intensity that we associate with modernist poetry,
'.:it he has made up for the loss in urbane phrasing and the enerby of a
3t.n- affirmation.
. -

-.-

~

'

'-
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MR. CHERRY
Two parts lye, and one part quicklime,
he beat his wife daily with words that bounced
and splattered like a rubber hose.
She faced him gushing throu:h the nose.
He had a look of hot distaste.
of grim blood-pressure under black
eyebrows and black hair. a thick neck,
a fighter's look of q i ~ i r ?impilre.
~
razor quick. He p l a y d ~ ' f O. n e day he hooked
through ei?hthtern
?.":IbrnI;e
ever). ciub acr-cc .r . -.c .--.-. cne !!y one.
He'd
"'? ..- '--cc!--"
.. . xc:!~his son,
!I-.'-q

he sali!. 1.

\I:.

..
-7-.

man he'd 6red

:-.

:--in:

.?.\

A,~.-

..!A

!?.-.'-2 i

.... '.. TT,..
..
2

-... . .:
*<1
I.

:z!tr2ct.

it combed his hair.

They said, "Cut it I

..,. ~:..,:.," !?ad the same, survive

7:
.. c

..;..:
.

i ?

":- --it:-:
a

.., .: '. h: ..;-ir3 a Coltand forty-five.
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: : 1 qtroke. He sneezed and really blew i t

T-pl- carried him out. The little knife
:.-.,.t !::!led him, no bigger than a flake of rice,

cra\~-linginto its case
of scalpels, thin as hungry lice.
\-:.?2-n:

'XWO POEMS BY SHARON OLDS
ENCOUNTER
(for B W )

I am combing my hair in front of the mirror
when you come to me, your face full of pain,
your hair tangled.
I sit you down in front of the mirror
and comb you out, looking in your eyes
dark as soil well under the surface.
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You do not wince when the comb catches.
You sit quite still. We can hear the swell
rise ten feet up the gouged rocks
and slide down. You are dead tired
but you sit straight, eyes ahead,
black as graves in the mirror.
You are not angry I am sleeping with your son,
you are not angry we gave our daughter your name,
you are not angry we are visiting here
on the stone island where you died. You sit
still and deep. The waves lift and
cover the rocks.
After a while it looks like only
one woman in front of the mirror
combing her hair, but I don't know
which one of us it is, your presence
rising up me rapidly and
pressing like earth from all sides.

VISITING-IN-LAWS IN T H E EXTREME NORTH
In the middle of the thick neck of that channel
the swell lifted us six feet,
our dory like a saddle. We watched t
iron manes flow toward town.
The men let the line down and let it down
two minutes to hit bottom.
The shale, sharp as arrowheads,
pierced up on both sides. They fished
and I figured which cliff I would push the kids to
in their life-jackets, when the boat fell off that
grey glass skyscraper of rater.
That night, she told me the life-jackets only
prolong the death. Zo one can live
ten minutes in that water. It would be better for the children
to die by drowning, it would be much quicker,
and then no one would have to Eind the bodies
and get all upset. And then she said
someone had been cutting bread right on her
Formica counter.
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THE MYTHIC COHEFENCE OF A4OLLOY
ENC S. R A B ~
The writings of Samuel Reckett feel in the reading to be profoundly unified wholes; yet in the analysis, many critics resolt to comparisons to chaos. Frederick J. Hoffman' can stand for those who see
Beckett's novels as centerless:
It is idle to ask what Beckett's novels and plays we "about."
In any traditional or conventional sense. thry are "about nothing": they do not posscss 'luman reference."
These novels without "human reference" arc nonetheless powerful emotional experiences. The source of Bcckc:t'c &ect can be revealed by
analysis of Molloy."
A4olloy is Wical of the novels of S~!T!IPIBeckett: the i n h , despicable narrator talks and talks. tal'ic n!not talking, gets nowhere,
and winds up with a single fntilr hope :'la: a sufficiency of talking will
evenbate in an isolated but trut!lfu! silence. The book reflects on itself
as Moran, the name of the narrative voice in part two, metamorphoses
by the narrating voice
into the reportorial situation enriier occ~~pied
named Molloy at the begi~lnin: of part one. Within each of the two
parts, there is the inevitable retilrn of narrator to narrative situation:
Molloy's beginning by the road~idein part one recurs after an eightythree page paragraph and a passye through quest and forest; the agent
Moran in part two leaves home in search of Molloy only to return home
from his quest as S4olloy himself. And, as well as the typical Beckett
out-group narrator and the typical self-reflexive structure, we find also
in Molloy the persistent use of Heckett's polished, playful, often oxymoronic language that canies striking truth within and behind its
apparent absurdity. "When my comfort was at stake," Molloy says,
"there was no trouble I would not go to" ( 83).
In attempting to articulate the roots of the felt coherence of Molloy,
readers need not deny the emotional foundations of their aesthetics.
The impulse toward that oxymoronic, critical twist comes not from any
necessity of a general human mode of apprehending phenomena, but
from a readel-'s concentration on what is written. We should not forget
that Aeckett means language when he refers to "the conventiol~that
~ ' ~ m a n dyou
s either lie or hold your peace" (88). The piece that Beckett
!>n!<!s back in Mollo!/ is the myth of Oedipus-not
the truncated
Crf-11rlian story of sexuality, however, but the rich classical mytli with
Freserick J. Hoffman, Samuel Beckett! The Language of Self (Southern
V-ivercity R~rezs,Carbondale), 1962, p. xii.
;:-,:-: nrrkett, Alolloy (1951: English trans., 1955), in Three Novels (Grove
-. .
.-2. !$lj5). All textual references are to this edition.
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-.?!>licability.Vl~isfuller meanins emerges if we complement
:r tools of psycho-symbolic analysis nith the methods of strnc.:ropolog.
ich the myth of Oedipus exists in several variants, me can,
r 'i-::h LPvi-Stra~ss,~
settle on a typical telling. In order to see just
vch of the spare machinery of Molloy has its counterpart in the
!Oedipus, it is worth our time to recall that myth.j Laius, king
bes, had been warned by Apollo that if he begot a son, that son
. , ~ 1 . j kill him. Nonetheless, he fathered a son by his wife Jocasta.
. .
. i - ~ i chad the child exposed to the elements and staked to the ground
'-r-i~zhthe feet. Found by a shepherd of Polybus, king of Corinth,
-I-?
child was adopted by the clfildless ~iionarchand named Oedipus.--,-.ning "swell foot." When, as a young man, Oedipus was accused of
r - ''>pinga true child of Polybus, he asked the Delphic oracle about his
. . * . ~ t a zEIe
c was told that he would kill his father and marry his
.
-'.!er. To avoid this he abandoned Corinth. In his wanderings, he
;a fatal blow to a man who blocked his way. Arriving in Thebes,
cLnpped the monstrous, depredating Sphinx by correctly answering
<.mans riddle: what animal goes on four legs in tlie morning, two
:
i at noon, and three legs in the evening? M a n . T o r saving the city,
'ipus was made king and married the widowed Jocasta. Here the
,;rialts are comparatively diverse. In some, initially the secret of
();:lipus' relationship t o Jocasta comes out and she then hangs herself.
Yn othcrs, Oedilms as king, defender of justice, first sencls to discover
Lains' killer and discovers it was himself who killed his father on the
road to Delphi, only then to discover the hanging coTse of his wife
and mother. Then, he either blinds himself (using the pins of Jocasta's
- o ~ ~ .in
n one version) or Laius' servants blind him. In some versions he
dies either miserably or in battle, in others the ston- breaks off.
One would hardly succest that 3lol!o!r is an Oedipal allegory, but
i t is, I think, a work consistentl!- and conrtantl\- enriched by the parallel
-;:
.
j

-

~

3 I" Snmtrel Rack& Xorr, llelrin J . Friedman, ed. (University of Chicago Press,
Cjlicago, 1970), an inttrnntionn! co'irctinn of recent essays, we twice see Oedipus
,-merge, but we also SPP 11im !!z!?!!r rl:ii:iirc?rl. This, despite Bruce Morrisette's report,
r~countedin "Interpi<:tinc ?lo"
':). !v',n Fletcl~er(also in Samuel Beckett Noto)
.',at Beckett mas lhi~n<rItt!?r t=! to i i o C i ~the Oedipal level of Robbe-Grilleti The
1:m.yrrs (p. 1 6 s ) . S e r the ?rei~!:zn t ~ e sof Oedipus in Ben F. Stolzhs, Alnin Robber;ri!let orid tlie S c t c Frcnrll 1 . . - f - . ; [Sotithern Illinois University Press, Carbondalo,
13641, C!,. 4, " T l ~ rGtim Liorcrr: 0 ~ : I ~ p uthe
s Detective.")
? Claude Uvi-Stratisr. i:rrrctrlrii! .\nthropolo~!, (Doubleday Anchor, New York,
1963), Ch. S1, "Tho S h ~ c l w a lStudy of hlyth."
5 See "Oedinus" articl~in the 0.rfurrl Classical Dictionary, 2nd ed., Oxford
'.-ni\-ersity Press, S e w Tork, 1970.
6 In Alain Robbe-Grillet, Tile Erasers, Richard Howard, trans., Grove Press,
'..ex York, 1904, the riddle is alternately "What animal is parricide in the morning
+i!uous a t noon, and blind at nigllt?" and "Deaf at noon and blind a t night?
i limps in the morning" p. 226.
1

:

...

~~~
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world of the Oedipus myth. Molloy, speaking overtly of his decrepit
senses but covertly of the perceived interchangeability of the character
A with the character C, says that
often where only one escarpment is discerned, and one crest, in
reality there are two, two escarpments, hvo crests, riven by a
(10)
valley.
The perceived escarpment in Beckeff's novd is \Iolloy/Moran and the
second escarpment in reality is Oedipus. Tie ultimate realigr includes
them both, albeit they are riven by n VR:!C)- oi cilence.
Like Oedipus, h4olloy's moc! ra':-lt i e > ~ r eis his lameness (12),
and &at lameness attacks \foron r ~ - ~ e c r l v ~s: yhe achieves Molloy's
state. When h4olloy openr Flir .-..-c; L.? t?- r;ornine (the time of birth
.. . ,
in the Sphinx's riddle . b. ~ F I C - . i. 5 . P ? ? ~ T <
. !. . under whose eyes I
-.
opened my
:c .
\ I. . . . . :..
. .. his inquisitor to "Get out 05
my ways' (1.51 ' . ~',-?:FE
--:.. . ~ 5 : ~ \loran
s .
claims, Moran loses
.
.
consciousness ',;,'.:.
r-z.:--::
.t
'22 the man on the ground before
. .
him, his hw-l r - i ' - .
- .~ - ..I-.
- in :he \lolloy stage of his existence,
Beckett.5 ? . ~ 7 3 - - : . :.-. :.- . -..~.-. . - r i e true name of hi own tow-for
... .
....
.
,::-i-.tions of a man whom, when he is seen
namc; 1 - ?-'
~
*,.,I\,.
:.----,r?lo!loy kills (84). Molloy, of course, is
.. . . .:.:..
nP2=.:.
\. . r . - 3 ... . .
..mmes so. Molloy's quest is for his mother
I . . . .~
i.;. .
.. !>is wife; while Moran's quest is for Molloy,
. '-T.- .. . .. '-=
...
..:- t-:-. -..- * ? 'Y.b:msetf. 3folloy and Moran represent two stages
.-.: . c:-.fi.. . ,-,,...
. ...
>...,,... -!?!I.
a myth revived and called to mind not only by
. .. .--. .. .. , :-.--r-rc.
r .. ,.. ..
nnd killings by the way but also by Molloy's own
....~
~..&
.- -.".I!
!'-e woman whom he seeks: "I took her for my mother
. .
7:-.-. '--;:mei'ormyfather" (17).
\.!-:i?!.-. our narrator, has as much stake in his art as Beckett. Indeed,
?!nln rriers to people in his other reports and includes such Beckett
cri-.'i-.ns as Watt and Murphy (168). Lest one think that Oedipal
nnrallcl is too roundabout, one should remember the narrator/creator's
words:
--:-

A'+-

-

-1

:.

.

3-;.

.

I did my best to go in a circle, hoping in this way to go in a
straight line. For I stopped being h a l f d t t e d and became sly,
whenever I took the trouble.
(85)
This sly indirection is bent toward telling a story of universal human
significance, the same significance that prompted Freud to see it as
central:
. . . there was always present in my mind [the] hope that I was
going forward in a straight line, in spite of everything, day and
ni:ht towards my mother.
(90)
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'-. in the Moran half of the book, towards himself. The difference,
.<.Sin the context of the myth, is inconsequential: we are seeing ap.- 7.ntly
n
different characters-and hearing apparently different names.-awe we are seeing the same character at different stages of develop--?t, like Heraclitus' river. It is a matter of perspectives, not names or
: - d s , for Molloy, as he himself points out, is a 'chameleon in spite
.' iimself . . . viewed from a certain angle" (26). Molloy is not so
--.:ch an allegory as a modern examination of an ancient artifact. As
' P text unfolds, we see the statue of Oedipus from one vantage after
mother, and with our developing knowledge of the ancient thing, we
mme to have a new sense of its possible meanings.
Like a Platonist, then, Molloy can say of himself as he writes the
5 1 t h and/or insights and/or ramblings which constitute his report, or
zntobiography, or fiction that "Perhaps I'm inventing . . . perhaps I'm
r?membering" (8). Though the modem critic of Beckett may be em.massed to see consistent mythic reference in a text of the glum
:ubinger of silent despair, Molloy is not:
I speak in the present tense, it is so easy to speak in the present
tense, when speaking of the past. I t is the mythological present,
(26)
don't mind it.
%.

\!oUoy must write, despite the falseness of language, because 'What I
--ed now is stories" (13). And he gives us silent clues in the text that
ijm US at the Oedipus statue: "Tears and laughter," writes the modem
rishman Beckett, "they are so much Gaelic to me" (37). The Greek
i i not foreign here, but quite foreign are the national roots of this Irishman who writes in French. We see, in the main, two overt views of the
narrating character, the mythic view of part one in which he does not
change and the historic view of part two in which we see how
\!alloy the mythic figure develops from Moran the economic man.
3etween the two is a chasm as deep as the difference between the two
!pes of time sense that underlie the vie\vs, but the book aims to let
1s know by implication the silent truth that encompasses both. This is
!one in part by breaking down again and again the differentness b e
lveen the views. "The fact xvas there were three, no, four Molloys"
115). "I confuse east and west. the poles too," Molloy says, reflecting
]is own inability to know his home town for want of a name and
)c&pus' foolish approach to his birth-town of Thebes thinking it was
!ot his home town of Corinth, "I invert them readily. I was out of sorts.
'hey are deep, my sorts, a deep ditch," like the valley riven between
i e two escarpments, "and I am not often out of them." Infrequent
-deed is our view of the permanent as something that can change,
-mething new. Our views become ossified in our language. "That's
1:v I mention it" (19), Molloy concludes.
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The Oedipal context of Molloy is hardly gratuitous. Its Freudian
implications for any analysis of the narrating voice are all too clear.
What is less clear, but, I believe, more to the point, is that Beckett
adds new meaning to the Oedipus story, and uses this new meaning to
enrich and explain his own story. Indeed. speaking of two different
stories is perhaps too violent a separation in discussing a text that
strives to break down harriers and convey a message of silent understanding. Words, one realizes, do, by the "convention" of language, "lie."
"To restore silence is the role of objects" (13). hut objects are not
verbal phenomena. Molloy forewarns us of this when he says that "I
should add, before I get down to the f ~ c t s!-o~'d
.
swear they were facts"
(19). Yet we persist in reading fictions ac i f t h y \\-ere facts. Language,
impossible though it may seem, function?.
They paid no attention to me ard 1 r ~ p a i dthe compliment.
Then how could I knon the!- xvere ??.!,in% no attention to me,
and how could I repay the com?!i-r.en:. since they were paying
no attention to me? I don't incv. T knew it and I did it, that's
(23)
all I know.
Even if language can't say n-hn? actually is, this passage asserts, i t
somehow does. And we, fnnlc tlint we are, believe the language in which
we are told this. hlolloy sp~a1:struly for us when he says that "in me
thcre have always been t.r-o fools, among others" (48). One of our
fools might even prevent irr f n ~ mseeing, then, the satire of the nominalist
faith that words are tliinzs which Beckett creates for us in the absurd
system, of sinplar beauty and simplicity, which consists in
saying Rally (since \ve are talking of Bally) when you mean
Bally and Ball!-ba 11-11cn you mean Bally plus its domains and
Ballyl~ahawhen you mean the donlains exclusive of Bally itself.
(134)
This system works, of course, if one can knot0 that a town is Bally or
Tnrdy, birth-town or home-town. But the story of Oedipus reminds us
that we cannot know this. The oracle tells the tmth only because we
misunderstand it, and we misunderstand it only because it uses language.
This is a fact of human cognition which aifects us all, whether we cany
nur penis envy to a psychiatrist's couch or not. What Beckett does in
'lcllor/ is restore universal importance to Oedipus in a post-Freudian
;, n.'d
h n \ r i n ~this, in passage after passage, we see much more than
..
-'?.yfulness and the work of an accomplished stylist. Here the
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- " ~ - i ? ~of
- ngrammar reflects the inability to find even the rizht lie
- - 1 nne already questions nominalism:

-

I ' ~ !.our
2 pardon, Sir, this is X, is it not? X being the name of
-:y town . . . I had been living so far from words so long, you
t:nderstand, that it was enough for me to see my town, since
r.-e're talking of my town, to be unable, you undersrand. (31)

- unconquerable problem that this passage confronts

is captured in
-- relational word my. It is easy enough to elicit the name of a town,
i easy enough to impute relationship, but how can the "seeing of a

..)?

verify or disconfilm the assertion that both label and imputation

.--'y equally to the same palpable town? This, of course, was the

--el of Oedipus' problem, though neither the Greek tragedians nor
:-id nor Uvi-Strauss saw it: a palpable woman is easy to identifytall, so wide, so heavy--but how to l a o w that she is so-and-so's
-:her? Yet it is this linguistic imputation, this fiction which we'd
. r a r was a fact, that matters most of all. The disjunction between words
?
!.
things which was fatal to Oedipus gives rise in Beckett to comedy
f merely playful. Speaking of his foggy recollection of one rear entry,
!.!lay wonders, "is it true love, in the rectum? That's what bothers me
-1etimes. Have I never known true love, after all?" (56). The style
z!- divert our attention to a consideration of its humor, but its humor
-7es from the simple fact we always forget: words aren't things. "I
ive dressed the tooth, [the dentist] said, your son camot possibly feel
-:. more pain" (103).
The epistemological dilemma of Oedipus, and the parallel problem
: Jlolloy who seeks his mother, is a universal problem. Oedipus in
..d e t t becomes more universal than in Freud and his blindness, like
Ydloy's blindness, stands for the imprecision of all our senses:

-

.

. . of my two eyes only one functioning more or less correctly,
I misjudged the distance separating me from the other world,
and often I stretched out my hand for what mas far beyond my
reach, and often I knocked against obstacles scarcely visible on
the horizon. But I was like that even when I had my two eyes.
(50)
'-:deed, so are we all. Yet we suppress our knowledge of our own fallibil:-: and instead act always in the hope that me do understand how things
?re. 7Ve read as if words were things. The lies in Molloy, the apparent
niaos, remind us again and again that we are not so good at undermding as we like to think we are, the world we wish to grow up into
not so easy to learn, the oracle is always right. Moran's hopes that
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Molloy, whose country this was, would come to me, who had
not been able to go to him, and grow to be a friend, and like a
father to me
(161-62)
are "childish hopes." Molloy will not take cal-e of Moran; he may even
kill him. Yet he does "come to" Moran in that h4oran becomes Molloy.
Words lie, and the oracle is right after all. TT'e are trapped by words.
I wondered, suddenly rebellious, what compelled me to accept
this commission. But I had already accepted it. I had given my
word. Too late. Honour. It did not t2.h me long to gild my
impotence.
( 105)
To invent a myth is to remember a human truth; to lie in words
or deny with words is to tell a hidden truth; to accept a role is to be
that role; every escape is an approach. T h ~ s eare the universal trnths
that Beckett lays bare in the stor). of Oedipus and the story of Molloy,
and these are the meanings of the paradign passage for the entire novel:
She never called me son, fortunately, I couldn't have borne it,
but Dan, I don't know why, my name is not Dan. Dan was my
father's name perhaps, yes. perhaps she took me for my hather.
I took her Ear my mother and she took me for my father. Dan,
you remember the day I saved the swallow. Dan, you remember
the day you buried the rinz. I remembered, I remembered, I
mean I knew more or less what she was talking about, and if I
hadn't always taken part personally in the scenes she evoked,
it was just as if I had. I called her Mag, when I had to call her
something. And I called her \lag hecausc for me, without my
knowing why, the letter s abolished the syllable Ma, and as
it were spat on it, better than any other letter would have done.
And at the same time I satisfied a deep and doubtless unacknowledged need, the need to have 'a Ma, that is a mother,
and to proclaim it, audibly. For before you say mag you say
ma, inevitably. And da, in my part of the world, means father.

(17)
Here the text becomes nearly explicit: the problem of this novel
is the problem we all share with language, and language is unavoidable,
necessary, inevitable. We each have a sense of self, an ego. Yet we each
learn and grow. I am, I assert today, a man with a lame leg; how then
can I tell a story about myself (call me Moran) in which the character
is not lame? How indeed? And yet it is so. "That's all I know."
Qtre~.on.How did I feel?
Much as usual.

.innrpr.
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C!rr@ion.And yet I had changed and was still chan3nz?
':7rtc.er. Yes.
!'::cstion. How was this to be explained?
.'. .~-ncer.
(1%)
- - r e is no explanation. Explanations are in words. But in the fiction

''c!loy we come to feel that this question both has no right to trouble
,-cause it is merely a reflex of the conventions of language and has
-,. risht to plague us because we're too cock-sure that we know
7 we are, who are our mothers, the names of our towns. Language
:mething that tricks us and that serves us, an imperfect solution.
\lolloy has a rage for order. With his sixteen sucking stones he
plates the different systems of pockets whereby he might dis-'=ite them so as to guarantee sucking them in order (89-74). This
: G n g constitutes a burlesque and exempli6es the verbal skill at
-,x-ing that so often captures the attention of Beckett critics. The
.t?mpt, however, is much more than burlesque: it comments on the
-.?? to label and comparbentalize, the need to language things. The
-:.;rage engages our own process of readmg fiction, the process of
.?ding Molloy, in which we constantly cast about for bearings, land~ r k sfor which we know both relation and name. Molloy solves his
-?:71em by distributing his stones five in one pocket, five in a second
~ k e t ,six in a third, and none in the fourth. His idea is tc suck stones
- 3 one pocket, replacing them in the receptacle pockt:t and, oince
.
-?tying the supply pocket, shifting all stones in groups until he has
new supply in the old place and an emptiness in the original receptacle
~ket.

-

brn

,

...

. . . however imperfect my own solution was, w,a ..eased at
having found it all alone, yes, quite pleased. And if it was perhaps less sound than I had thought in the first flush of discovery,
its inelegance never diminished.
(74)
This little verbal joke caps the burlesque joke of \Iolloy's discovery.
?ut Oedipus' response to the oracle's pronouncement is a similar "im7erfect solution" of w-hich he mas similarly proud. Not only, though, is
[olloy's solution in the search for order an emblem for the imperfection
verbal labelling as a penera1 practice, it embodies also a silent
nelegance": from a physical!mathematica1 point of view, Molloy's
5ur-pocket solution is a needlessly complex topological equivalent for
1 two-pocket solution which uses one pocket for supply and one as
r-ceptacle. Such a source of inelegance in consideration of thingscnmunicated wordlessly in Beckett's written text-integrates every
13le on the author's view of language and still produces swift and
..-lishprose. And, to make it better yet-and also endear to us that
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ghastly Molloy-we find after all the effort that the solution-which
in words-is only temporary:

is

And the solution to which I rallied in the end was to throw
away all the stones but one, which I kept now in one pocket,
now in another, and which of course I coon lost, or threw away,
or gave away, or swallowed.
(74)
Notice here how little the words matter. so log! ;rc the meaning is clear.
The second part of Molloy be$nc. 'It ir midninht. The rain is beate
.
!
\li,ran now recognized as
ing on the windows" (
I \-.-entback into the house and
Molloy, seems to give this the lip: "T-FP
wrote, It is midnight. The rain i c k-:??n.~on the windows. It was not
midnight. It was not roinlrrz- :-; . I,:::!?ere is no lie at an. The very
words which acsert tile ! i ~i r ? t?,--c.lvr-c as susceptible to construction
as lies as are the 5r.t x.:-r-i:.
\ :: 2,-:-:\. so long as A is mere imputation. The hook i r !r<->. : r - ~ ar? rrxinilrd, and like so much modern
!:i'-?.
\Inran calls Molloy "just the opposite
fiction. it i5 5-5-1 ?'--..l
.
... .
.
QF ?nYcr-!f. i- ::
.
.:- : 2c:i don't exist, only our angles, perspectivt-q. .--.?.-< -'. - - 1 : - z ?' "7:-zc. .knd our ways of looking are universally
*.
im+r--t."
~.
2
.?\ic1i teaches us humility and tolerance, I think,
:..c6::..-x
.L-<" <,-.
,.:!is
~ h see
o in Beckett's very act of writing an
~~

~

.

,
C..~
. ..

:'

~

'

-

3

-

-

!-:'?::.I?
t!xt the mind plays with itself, language, of course,
.c
.. ... . a-i?in.l
f axv.'
L-.,

RI:! Illrsan is as wrong in calling this a game as he would be wrong in
cayin- !Fie riddle of the Sphinx a game or the Delphic pronouncement
a p h y : such p m e s are at the heart of human relations, and the pGr,
iso!ated \Iolloy makes us value these relations more than ever.
Critics such as Hoffman see the supposedly -existential" philosophy
of \l'aiting for Godot as a call from Beckett to accept the impossibility
of there being order in the world. They see no order in the play's repetition, albeit with change; they see no order in the characters' clinging .-to
each other, even if as master and slave. But there is order there:

.

. . we have all encountered something like it before, in our off
moments, our nightmares, our fears.9
Beckett writes myth, and in his silences he speaks to us all.
7 Ihah Hassan, The Literature of Silence: Hemy Miller and Samuel Beckett
i.\!frecl -1.Knopf, Now York, 1967), p. 132.
- ITnlman, op. cit., p. 161.
Bedient, "Beckett and the Drama of Gravity," Sewanec Rmiew, Winter,
--- X?:!?n
-.. . .' 7. "
..

.

~
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THE SI?P:iR:iTIOY
A
.

-

r

m T. R O ~ T ~ E P C

. ' r days
~
after my twelfth birthday my father and mother separa-..
::- separation came as a shock to all of us, except my father, of

I didn't hear about it from them. I was standing on t!ie terrace
-:
villa in Cologny looking across Lake Geneva to the park where
-= a-as a hotel-so
I had just been told-in which B!~on, Shelley,
l'ictoria and others had stayed. It was late afternoon, Augusf I
: ::cin2 a pair of field glasses which I had received as a birthday
. It seemed strange enough that I had never seen the hotel, but
.-2 stranger that I had recently encountered Byron in so many places;
-.t. reading "The Prisoner of Chillon'' and exploring the castle (where
.--niused Byron with the prisoner); then, learning that our house was
far from the Villa Diodati where Byron had lived one summer, visitI his friends the Shelleys and writing part of Chi& Harold; finally,
T? delight, overhearing someone say that my father resembled Byron.
i n kthis to mean physically, but later when I saw a pictnre of Byron,
:-new that I had misunderstood the remark. (And here I confess that,
'.'lough Byron has nothing to do with this story, it has always been
-.?ossible for me to tell it without associating him with the separation.)
!I.father, who was an architect, had designed our house, in its airy
: e and its light-filled serenity like an exquisite small temple high above
' ~ lake,
r
surrounded by roses and pear trees, facing the gentle slopes
:the Jura; the fact that it was near the Villa Diodati seemed to me now
.t11 mysterious and satisfying. My parents were Pemvians who had met
:1 Geneva. Sometimes they spoke of Lima in such a way as to suggest
?at the mists, the waters, the mountains of that other city were com,-able to those of Geneva, but I didn't believe there could he another
:x!nce like this one.
As I peered across the lake, seeing nothing but vague shapes, sud".enly I heard above me from the open windo~vof my parents' bedroom,
5e sound of their voices, my mother's raised in anger, my father's less
trident but tense and urgent. I had never heard them quarrel before,
lever, and the sound of it \<-asterrifying. I couldn't distinguish the words,
hut whatever it was that hacl hurt or divicled them, I didn't want to
know about it, and I ran into the house, pulling the French doors shut
behind me so that the sound couldn't follow me.
At the bottom of the stairs I saw my sister Sylvia with a white
closed face, holding onto the bannister. So she had heard it, too. She
turned as I came in and before I had moved from the door, she said
in a harsh whisper, 'Pap's leaving. He's got-" Without finishing the
entence, she looked at me darkly as if her meaning must be clear.
[21]
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"Leaving," I repeated. I had only a vague motion of what this
meant, but surely something terrible had happened. My sister's strained
voice, her secretive face frightened me as much as the voices I had
heard a few moments before. Sylvia was almost fifteen and knew much
more than I did about everything, hut especially about the bewildering
relationships between adults.
'Yes, leaving," she said and stopped. Then? after a short silence,
she broke out angrily, 'What are you starinn at? You know what leaving
means, don't you, stupid? He's got another woman."
t ~ab~orhthe last part-I had
For some reason it took me a m i ~ : t0
.bauble with the meaning of th.? ~ - r r i + F i rIn bezan to cry, although I
knew that that would make S!-l\:x ex--? xnzrier. When she saw my tears,
she gave me a witherin: loci: 1-,! v=.-:h~! Into the dining room. I stood
. .. . .
in the hall, lettine the tp.7 l,.': 2 7 . : :r.-lnz the salt from my lips, not
knowing where to go. 7Fn3 T b,:?:,
3 <??oropening and closing upstairs, and my father CL-r ri -1. x ' ~ - q t rnnnins. When he saw me, he
~ t o p p e d - ~ ~ l ~ ~ t ~ ~a:--:.--&-.-:
fl:-.
. .-:.I
'7Y\y are you crying, Ana?
I e s a m n . ~ ?h:- !.:re'--.
i.:'
~:-:PTP ~:3snothing in his face or manner to dirbr:, -i~. !I" '-.-:..=? t i n v m e as alu-aysI pale and smooth. .
pale; srnnn::i il-. F-:,?-!-.
.r:rn
hair. his body relaxed and graceful,
like t!:?! C : r:-.-w: ': i ':-:!"!-.h:er
(thou%h,in fact, he hated all: forms
of e ~ ? - ~ : ~.; .n-:.: t;.;,.:+
... \.:as differen't, a beige: silk which I hadn't
seen !wf-re. .\cI yet. decpite his beauty and his marvelous assurance,
he see--! \-.:!~,:r?l,le. at least to me, like somone who might die early
. t
of an rll-!1qF..i?nec! disease, one that lingerea ~ u woula
not disfigure.
I !ore? t9 stmlce t!ie back of his neck, which was as fine as a girl's. Sometirnec I ixazined him as a boy of my own age, growing older as I did,
but at the same time never changing.
T m not crying," I answered.
"Of course, you're crying." He took out his car keys and moved a
fern steps toward tbe door, then stopped again. "Has Sylvia said something to hurt your feelings?
"She called me stupid," I said. I lowered my head and began to sob
noisily.
He shook his head and frowned. "That's enough, Ana. You're too big
for that." He came forward and kissed me on the top of my head. "Now
stop crying and go upstairs and talk to your mother. She's not feeling
well."
I tried to cling to him, but he pushed me gently away.
'Ti'hat's the matter with her?" I asked.
For a moment he stared abstractedly at the carpet. He seemed at a
' ~ for
r words. When he spoke, he glanced at me briefly, then looked

.

3
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'y-icten. .ha,
I'm going away for a few days. Till Sunday. I'll be
.. :
..- Sunday dinner. Now go upstairs and say somethin5 cheerful
-.:-mother."
I -watched him as he went out, waiting until I heard the sound of
' lwerati going down the driveway. Then I turned and climbed the
-. walking as slowly as possible. I didn't want to disobey my father,
I Zidn't want to see my mother either. What could I say to her?
--.Y? and listened outside the bedroom before I knocked. I couldn't
- - aything, even when I put my ear against the door-no crying,
-9vement. I knocked timidly and waited. After a moment I heard
nother walk toward me, but the door remained closed.
' V h o is it?" she asked.
Tt's me, Ana. May I come in?"
"Go away," she said in a muffled voice. "Go away."
1 could feel the sobs rising again. "Please, Mama, I want to tell you
-?"thing,"
\I? mother strnck the door softly.
".lna, don't make me angry. Leave me alone. Get away from the
. .,*..."
Hcr voice sounded tired and tremulous as if she too had been cry- .: I turned away and went downstairs and out onto the terrace where
; ~ w
Sylvia sitting on the low stone wall, picking at the mortar with
==den tool. I waited for her to speak to me, afraid that whatever I
~ ' l say
t would irritate her. But when she looked up and saw me, her
r ? seemed sober, not an,gy.
"Come here," she said, glancing up at the 1
window, and
h n I came closer, she asked me in a whisper,
Lid Papa say
' you?"
"He said he was going away for a few days. Where is he going?"
"He's not coming back," she said, bitterly. 'That's his way of saying
'.:oh moving out. He's rented a house in Petit Sacconex, and he's going
' live there with that woman."
I sat down on the wall next to her and watched her face. She looked
:!!en and unhappy, already grown-up; I realized then that this inexplica'- crisis, instead of bringing us together, might widen the differences
-tween us, perhaps forever.
"But he said he was coming back for Sunday dinner," I said, for.+ting to whisper. Sylvia gave me a warning glance.
"Oh, yes, very good," she said. Her lips parted in an imitation of
2 mile. "Sunday dinner. That'll be nice."
A thin haze had begun to drift across the lake. A few lights, like
ipect fire, appeared on the other side, and suddenly I imagined that I
~ l see
d the lights of the very house where my father would be living.
3uld he have anived there already? I felt a thrill of jealousy.
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"Sylvia, do you know who the woman is?" Even as I asked, I
hoped that she would say no, that the woman would remain disembodied, a phantom who would never acquire any more reality than a
bad dream.
Sylvia continued to pick savagely at the wall, tossing out small
chunks of rock and cement.
o is. They were coming
"Oh, I saw her once. I don't know ~ h she
out of Roberto's after lunch, but Papa Zit!:?': see me."
I tried unsuccessfully to ini31i:le T-:!?:her with another woman
on his arm.
"What did she look likp? TI.'.j.; c I - . ~--.-.?I.?'
Sylvia bent over the \vn!!: !in- !:x'r c-.n!rtz fonvard and covered her
face.
The's an Indian.- s% +.' -'::.-. \r-?c wearing a sari." A sizable
stone dropped to 'I-: ^ .-,r " '. :-irn. \!I. sister picked it up and put
it back Care!ilCC;
..., '-1 ,:..!...':
. - .. ....-- . ...FI!. nddecl.
.. !
Pipre w z i 1 :-:_c:'.~-,:vto think of something to say.
I \vai!'.;! ': t . - - - 7 -. .
2 -:-,r- ??-.r,-?rl~tefeelinp. but I felt only a
.
,.aCI:F
.;-- . .,.- *.,. ~.
. . . !;~r I had felt a few moments ago. The
. .
i.9..: .- - -.3.'.- - 1
..-1 ::s-? ?\.en me floated like a cloud somewhere
...-..
. .--iCi.r
I
- ,.
.
3h-(,xt people I hardly knew. One of the girls at
c r . ' ,.- r ' . .:s<
~1 T:1 1:'n. I 21acI seen her mother several times, a small,
..
\7;3~3",?. !!=x,.-::.:
" I R ~ C - uwoman
p
with a shrill scolding voice. I felt
rez;<i!ri-? q*;ti~n I thought of her. Never would my father have chosen
c-:r.? 3 woxan. If he had, then there had been a terrible mistake which
\*:.;.r,.ll!lw o n be rectified.
The maid Angelica came to the door to call us to supper.
"I'm not hungry," said Sylvia.
.&ngelica made a noise of exasperation. "What's come over this
family?" she said in Spanish. "First your mother, now you. Well, come,
anyway. I'm putting it on the table. Tito is waiting."
"Let him wait," said Sylvia under her breath-Tito was our nineyear-old brother-hut she got up, dusting off her hands, and followed
Angelica into the house. I sat on the wall for a while longer, watchi
the lights across the lake grow more numerous; then I went in, too, r
because I was hungry but because I didn't want to be alone.
But at the table we sat like strangers in a hotel dining room. Neither
Sylvia nor I had anything to say, and Tito, who always ate rapidly
nith full attention to his food, jumped up as soon as he had finished
and disappeared. Angelica took a tray up to my mother's room. An hour
or so Inter I saw her come down with it. Oddly enough, my mother,
I:"':+ 5ylria or me, had eaten everything.
: .3

.'."''"L.
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\fy father had left the house on a Thursday afternoon. The next
mere a mixture of normalcy and nightmare. Tone of us talked
-:t what had happened. On Friday and Saturday Sylvia and I attended
4. took our tennis lessons, went to the dressmaker, and on Saturday
--.-noon I saw my mother for the first time in two days, talking to
.-z?lica in the kitchen. She was still in her housecoat, without make-up,
- hair uncombed. She looked like an ambulatory patient in a hospital.
- t apart from her tiredness, she didn't seem much changed, not a7 I
:< been imagining her behind the closed door. I was somewhat re:.lid, although that absent-minded weariness, which I had never seen
5er before, put me off, and I didn't try to talk to her. Nor did she try
. :a& to me. What worried me a little was that she hadn't gone to work.
.:was one of the editors of a woman's magazine.
When Sunday came I was exhausted. For two nights running I had
I:! dreams of phone calls from my father saying he was on the way but
?-:ing trouble with his car which prevented him from getting to the
,:lse and of myself standing on the terrace in a fever of anxiety watch-.ithe cars on the road and waiting until it grew dark and I couldn't
.-:-them any more. Once I woke up crying.
My mother didn't come down to breakfast. I began to worry that
-?!?enmy father arrived she would drive him away with her anger or her
<'ence. I wanted to talk to Sylvia about it, to get her help in mollifying
..-..-mother, but Sylvia had gone into her room and locked the door
-<! wouldn't answer when I called her.
At half-past one--my father was expected at two, Angelica said,
and I should have been reassured by the fact that she seemed to be
-reparing a feast of unusual size and complexity-I was lying on my bed
r?<ng to read when someone knocked. Anxiously I opened the door, and
.;?re was my mother, already dressed for dinner. I stared at her as if
:'ye were a stranger, the transformation from the haggard and disheveled
..:nman of yesterday was so extraordinary. l f y mother mas slender and
1-iicately built wtth enormous eyes and dark hair cut short like a boy's;
c.5had dressed in a way to emphasize that appealing blend of innor-nce and seductiveness which even as a child I knew the power of,
:>?ugh, of course, I couldn't have defined it. She had made up her eyes
:nd mouth more heavily than usual and put on a wide-sleeved cerise
q::k blouse, buttoned low, and white linen pants. I thought she looked
. .
:.re a movie star, and I told her how beautiful she was.
She bent forward and touched my cheek with her lips, then said
:.r'cl;ly, "Get dressed now, Ana. Put on your embroidered dress. And
-1 n't be long. Get Sylvia to help you with your hair." She was nervously
:%zering a silver bracelet while her eyes moved hack and forth over my
: - P as if she were trying to remember a great many things at once.
,'

.-.-r!ays
'

'
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We're going to eat on the terrace. Papa is always on time, so don't be
late." She turned and ran downstairs.
Even Sylvia had made some slight concession to the occasion; I
noticed that she was wearing lipstick. And she was excited, too; not
exactly happy, but nervously excited, like my mother and me.
A few minutes before two, we went out to the terrace where Angelica had set the table with our flowered Permian dishes and pots of pink
and white cyclamen. It was a brilliant day. a day of Mediterranean
splendor, of white sunlight and southern breezes. the lake spangled with
reflected light and hundreds of safi. R e c+ped red and white canopy
over the table, billowing in the nsnd. made a !oud smacking noise. If I
looked at the water, I could Lmalicr -?:?if
and my father on board a
sailing ship, hound, like B!~cn. i :: t i c Grecian isles.
up the drive, and my father
And at two o'clock t'le \!tcrr?ti
emerged, smilinq and ctrrtri::---. . . 'I- hanrls to us. There was no sign
of hesitation or e m ? ~ ~ r . ' ~ : - - '.'':-n
.-.
!!e reached my mother, he held
her at arms' lencti t- 2.:-:ir- bnr. t5en kissed her on the cheek. How
could he prefer ;-:--. !':-r v..--.~? to her, I w-ondered, and in a sudden
rush of !>i?e--cc.
! ':-:-,--i !:iz ior making her suffer. But my mother
.didn't FpCln t, :?
_-. .?n the rnntrary. How could that he? While
t!i.iy ci-?.-'.: .'-;- :-. -. .':. I watched them as if they were spies, trying
to .:+
;TT.. . . .ride Thursday and today. There had been an
...
a::-r::,:-:z
.---. n 5r:ontum jump, from unhappiness, even misery, to
a
. :
:.:+?.I : h c e three days something had been mysteriously
at --T::: 2 c:--=r
iia2 passed from one hand to another which changed
r7.-P--":i-c. ".:f 3 t the crucial moment I had missed it. If I had not been
so '::-...: my;r.!f. I mould have felt angry, cheated. In my stupidity I
!i~,i
::nwr-n what to look for.
1.r;t.r I.-? sat under the striped canopy, eating chilled consomm6
\r-i'F, m\;ar, poached salmon, salmis of duckling, cold lemon souffl6,
?rinkin; the Chateauneuf-du-Pape that my father had brought. Even
Tito drank as much as he wanted. As the afternoon lengthened, the sunli:ht slanted in under the canopy and shimmered below our faces; the
\\iue-Ned crystal threw off shafts of ruby light, and my father, who was
facing the sun, put on his dark glasses and took out a cigar. Now it
is easier for me to remember that day as a work of a? than as an event
in my lif-a
Bonnard, perhaps, the whole scene arrested forever, every
color, every shadow intact whenever I summon it to mind. No wonder
that my father seemed so happy. For him the perfection of life lay in
those moments of its p r d i t y to art, especially Impressionist art, in its
miling changeless serenity, all the elements arranged to capture and immortalize the sense of delight. He had no "germanic" notions, as he called
them, about the virtues of suffering and sacrifice. When I asked hi to
reneat our favorite anecdotes-a series of storiw about his high-school

- .

-..'

.

.
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-'.t-). teacher, who called himself the greatest e5-':*

'- *'.-

\-:-

.

:?unched into them with pleasure and even a?-!- : 1
-- . . 5 may or may not have been authentic. Then it r..-xc t:--- i ~ --~ .
- 3ther read it aloud with an old-fashioned dramatic F:
r'.: have appeared ridiculous in anyone else, but, after a::. ' = ' -.-:
ntirely a man of his time. Although he was modis?; a" i
:d fast cars and movies and modern art, there v-ac 2': - )nging to an earlier age in the elegance of his manners. :i .' .,
- -.?3nc idealism which sat easily beside fastidious notions of 5% rq-.
.? among the elite. His attraction for women and his love of !'::;its and of poetry, in those days made me think of him as the re!-.-?tion of Byron that I seemed to be loolcing for, but after I h r ~ , :
-n about Byron, I realized that my father laclied Byron's cynicism.
had an unbreakable confidence in the goodness of people and, like
...ell-loved child, lived comfortably in the belief that no harm could
--.r to him.
Carrera Andrade, the Ecuadorian poet, was one of his favorites,
- --? after finishing his coffee, my father went into the house and came
-- with a volume of his poetry. Although neither Sylvia nor I, and cer?I: not Tito, knew literary Spanish well enough to understand those
:ce metaphors, except for occasional phrases, we always listened in.
to the music of my father's somewhat high-pitched voice and
- cadence of the lines.
Yo amaba la hidro
Las amarillas p u l g ~ i l t r~ ~ I , "
Y 10s sapos que hacian sona: dos 0 tr€:S veces
Su gordo cascabel d e palo.

-

i--7-

'

;

-

'

~~

'

.

j
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~

_

~ r j l

Sin cesar maniobra la gran vela del aire.
Era la cordillera un litoral del cielo.
La ternpestad venia, y a1 batir del tambor
Cargaban sus mojados regimientos;
-emember that by a curious transference I thought of the long after--?n on the terrace as the inspiration for Carrera Andrade's poem,
:-ecially as the sunlight faded and rain clouds appeared over the Jura.
we sat there until Angelica came to clear the table and my father
::nt away.
After that o w lives revolved around his visits. The Sunday dinners
'-came less elaborate but more ceremonial, like holidays which comr m o r a t e d some joyful and significant event. The rhythm of the weeks
-':rrcd abruptly for all of us, but we accepted the changes as if they
..- -re part of a natural alteration in thle night sky, say, or the seasons.
. : en Sylvia, now beginning to have aI life outside the family, seemed
-xnciled although her attihude was i'ar more complicated than mine.

--
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Of course, the changes were greatest for my mother. Before the separation my mother, who loved skiing, used to go with friends on weekends
to Megeve or Villars while my father stayed home or visited other
friends. But after he left, my mother gaye up her skiing and refused
to accept almost all other invitations. Her days were filled with work,
lessons in painting and music, and shnp?inn. She was preoccupied with
her appearance. Every week she bron~!it l~acksomething from her
favorite boutiques: dresses, perfume. ietr-c!?. which she wore on Sunday afternoons for my father's admiratifin. Yon- and then he called my
mother during the week. They r.-n~.i!,.! t?"i 131 a Ions time; my mother
c-'71-?nations. She acted like a
smiled and laughed often du.;nc !';-.c.
young girl being courted hy 3
cr.:..--. .. Once or hvice my father
stayed very late, after S:-':-:? 1- ! :.-:-I r,:!e to bed. I don't remember
that mv father ever mi.:--: I :--<'I ? - ~ r .than hvo years; even when
'--?. :-:h'
d?rrin%the second summer, he
we took a h n w ~i?
drove don- flit A?..'. ,>.~.-:
,v<.. -.,. ..
r
p .
. .. .
.-r invited people in. Then the visits
. . ..
-..;
.
~
'-,:?.
157orous conversation, dramatic rebet ?<?. --.:
:
.
nn the terrace. I was always jealous of
...-.<.
:
.
.
r . 7 - c when we were alone. On cold or rainy
. ..
,. ~.
. .
. .
-.-:= rmm. a white room furnished very simply
... ,.. ~.~
*. .,.
. . .. .,., i=.. of my mother's paintings. There were French
.
. .~.'
..
.v?'te silk which faced south, and years later when I
.
.
.
-.~
. .~~
'>%.-----

-'

..

-

-

' ?-.

'

,~
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_

.:

~
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The lisht of early evening, Lisadell,
Great wiodows opening to the south,

,....

. a? once of the ditFnsed light and the gleam of rain or snow
n dinin5 room in Cologny. But the best afternoons were those
ad m en Ire sat on the temace above the lake like excursionists in the gonCola of a p e a t balloon, feeling the air rush through the sails of the
cannpy, looking down on the lake and the city which receded endlessly
toward the monntains.
One day a few months after my father had left the house, I overheard a telephone conversation between my mother and one of her
friends. The bedroom door was open, and as I passed, I heard my mother
sayin$, 7Vhat's the difference, Louise? Believe me, nothing has changed."
Her voice was light and untroubled. I stopped in the hall out of sight
2nd listened. There was a silence, then, "You don't understand. I don't
*!!ink ahout that. What's the difference?" she asked again, and after a
C '.~- A.nause, "TT'hat if he were a secret agent? Or a traveling salesman?
- r -:!-! te!! that the idea amused her. Then she changed the subject.
I .*.i.?? hack to my room and sat down to think about what she had
<:
? ' ~ v e ! ; n salesman,
~
a secret agent. So she believed that my
p,:sq..
. .

".k.

:. . ~
.I..I.
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still belonged exclusively to us. For a m n - n r t I xx-lndered if
'?a's detective work in uncovering the other \i-,-n??'c nr,,.
a?e,
-7::al status, and other facts had been a joke. Once S!.'..-iz R?': I !lad
1 [liven past a small chalet near the United Kations !vii'riir:~ .i-l!ere
- -- other woman worked, their house, Sylvia had told me. I I!?.? "ever
-..I
. ~+ e that
d all these things were true; why should Sylvia h a w in\-en:e:l
. h d yet I partly understood what my mother meant. Vhat did
; absence matter, the little house, even the other woman, if eventhing
--.;c iust as it had always been?
:it &st Sylvia and I used to entertain fantasies about our father's
..
re with the other woman. The fantasies took different forms; sometimes
- e!. were sublimely happy together, like lovers in a dream by Chagall;
rnetimes living in a state of perpetual warfare. I suppose we preferred
--e unhappy scenarios, though they made little sense. But after a while
--,.-enthose lost their interest. On his Sunday visits my father never
.-.eke of his other life, never even mentioned Krishna's name to us, and
became harder and harder to imagine anything either real or probable.
Now it seems incredible, but one thing I didn't question was a kind
~i agreement between Sylvia and me not to speak about the separation
- 3 our parents-with
one exception, which turned out to be a mistake.
i!'s true that in the beginning we cast about, desperately, for something
r? say to either of them-a question, a reproach, a plea, a magic formula
.~hichwould open the door behind which they seemed to have banicadail themselves. I used to lie awake at night composing long speeches
&ich would move my parents so deeply that they would fall into each
-:her's arms, weeping. But in the light of day the words always died in
3 y throat. Sometimes I even wondered, so vivid were those interior
monologues, if I hadn't already uttered them and received the assurlnces I wanted. When Tito asked why our father wasn't home during
!he week, Sylvia and I offered him an implausible story about the necescities of a house he was designing which required him to stay on the
site. The explanation didn't satisfy him (and surely he spoke to my
mother without telling us), but in September he went away to school
In Lausanne and came home only on weekends so that my father's absence no longer seemed unnatural. . h d after a few days had passed,
3 few weeks, speaking about it became not only more dif6cult but finally
pointless. There were hours, I remember; when my mother was suddenly
struck by a numbing listlessness, like the malaise of those h
t few days,
and I longed to comfort her, but at those times, even less than at others,
did it seem possible to break in with words. And in the end we lived
!,lissfully in silence, secrecy, and evasion, in a cocoon of mystery. Perhaps it was the mystery that we loved.
Rut shortly after that telephone conversation I followed my mother
to her room one afternoon when she came back from the magazine and
:'.ST

'
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sat on the chaise longue while she changed her clothes. There was something I had wanted to ask her for a long time, and she seemed so happy,
so much the tender, gay creature she had always been, that I thought
there could be no harm in mentioning it to her.
"Mama, do you think Papa ever talks to E s h n a about us?"
My mother, in the process of pullinq on her slacks, stopped and
let her hands fall; the unzipped slacks rested on her hips. Her face,
which always colored whenever she xvas an? or hurl, turned bright
pink. She looked at me with repuganc?. as if I had just committed
some shameful act in front of her.
W h e r e do you get those c r a 7 i!=asF she asked harshly. The lines
of her face deepened, her nose c e m p * i t-, i?n@hen. "You're a fool, Ana.
Don't talk about tbincs you 202': ~i--i-~!zn.i.' She zipped up her slacks
and looked at herself in the - i r - r . 7 : - . : - ~her fingers through her hair
and moving her head fint- .'.'- !-I the mirror. Her expression
changed. A smile C ~ 2n.i
P LVT t -1I.-- ll*" 3tlycolored face.
. ---.. ..-- :.'.--:?. Y7: knowing bow she would
"Have you e\.er
.? :--..-c.5.r. I Sidn't answer. Besides, the
take an a m m t pi i.-':zi:
- . .:, ,... .. .- .r-r--ztand it. \Var it a request for in..
forma5on. 3 r-:. ;.-:-. s C r - r - I cri::,.!?.!
read her tone. It didn't occur
to me t- w--? 'dr ::-.i.:*. . x r ; !!13t. In such a small city as Geneva was
thm. my --.?;- z..r-:
izL;nrr's mistress had apparently avoided meetinn_ eaci r!?;:. Ck ?,--X- it \\.as that other people hadn't told my mother
all !'?c t l - : ~ z <J'I* \r-r~:~d+r didn't want-to know. As soon as I could,
I I?? ,.:r .?-1 ..;en! out. I knew then how right we had been, Sylvia and
I. v! :? \5~!.te the harmony of the arrangement with words.
I t'.:n!< I +ma@nedthat those Sundays would go on forever. Once
in a 1~-5i!eif I suddenly had a vision of the future in which the villa
didn't appear-because I would be away at school or married or travellinr: around the world-I
banished it. While everything else might
change, I believed passionately, or tried to, that those days when my
father came to visit us at the house in Cologny would go on as they
always had. Of course, it must sometimes have o m r r e d to me or to
Sylvia that my father might give up his other life and come back to stay.
But that possibility, too, appeared more and more remote as the months
went by. So that the end, or the beginning of the end, seemed to come
unexpectedly.
One rainy Sunday in October, more than two years after my father
had moved out, we were sitting at the table after dinner, listening to my
mother, who, like my father, had a gift for anecdote. She was telling a
story about her guitar teacher, an elderly Spaniard with an interest in
yoga; all of us laughed at her description except my father, who seemed
to 'oe t h i i g of something else.
He waited until the laughter subsided.

.:.'-.:

.-.-

.:'+
.

I
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".bits, let's be serious." He was lookin? a t my mother soberly but
dectionate indulgence as if he were speakin? to Tito or me.
..
.. iten." His eyes went round the table and came back to my mother.
'- caid, gently, "Anita, I must have a divorce." He paused for a second,
.n \vent on, "Shall we talk about it now?"
\iy mother's face darkened, and she glanced at the three of us.
:--:via lowered her eyes. I felt a sudden sharp painful throb in my stom: ! I . a rush of blood to my head.
"Pablo, not here," my mother said. "Not in front of the children."
Although his manner didn't change, he seemed taken aback at her
L-rwer. He said in the same gentle coaxing voice, "They're not infants,
:nits They know what's happening whether we talk about it or not."
:-looked around the table at each of us in turn. "Krishna is going to
w e a baby," he went on gravely. 'We ought to be married as soon as
-,ssible."
There was a moment of temble silence, then my mother said in a
>\x7 strained voice, "I don't want to hear any more." I saw that she
-as struggling to keep her feelings under control, to remain dignified,
i ? matter what my father said. He rose and came toward her, but she
tood up and moved away.
"Don't touch me," she said, loudly this time. At the sound of her
mice, Tito swened in fear. His eyes remained &ed on her face, like
jose of a dog waiting for a signal from his master. She added, more
-!olently, "Don't s.ay any more!" But to me there was something un~atural,even theatrical, in the way she said it. Or perhaps it was only
bat I had never seen her play such a part before. She seemed suddenly
ike an older, coarser version of herself.
"Anita, you don't understand." My father stopped and looked at her
nelplessly. W h a t can I do?" He seemed bewildered at her obstinacy;
at the same time he was searching her face as if for a sign that would
clearly reveal to him what he had done to evoke such a response. H e
moistened his lips nervously while my mother stared back at him, her
eyes wide and brilliant with excitement
"Anita, listen, you don't understand," he said again. "Krishna and
I-"
My mother didn't let him finish. She took a step backward and said
hoarsely. -Be quiet! Don't speak to me! I don't want to hear any morel"
My father held up his hands in a characteristic gesture which he
used whenever he was asking for forgiveness, even in fun.
"Anita, don't say such things." They mere still looking at each other
with desperate intensity, in a kind of staring match. They seemed to
have forgotten that there was anyone else in the room. "God knows I
don't want to hurt you, darling. I love you." His voice had risen. I reco w e d the passionate tone of his poetry readings. He came closer to
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my mother; this time she didn't move. There were tears in her eyes and
she had begun to sniffle like a small child. My father took her in his
arms. She didn't resist but put her head on his shoulder and began to
cry in earnest.
'Bon't cry, darling," he whispered. ?Bell still have the same good
times. You've been happy, haven't you?" He lo\veretl his head to touch
hers. 'Nothing will change. Why should it?"
Neither Sylvia nor I said anythino. Sy!\-ia continlied to stare at her
hands, but my own eyes were riveted on mv Yarents as they clung to
each other. I remembered that first sun??^ 6inner on the terrace more
than two years ago: a meetin? ( a rr~,cc:'?':--,?, that I did not understand, joy and summer light 11-hich ,?:-!:I-,: ;>c-,etratethe mystery. And
:.~I:!iont knowing wheth,
now, in sick suspense, I n-atchd :>.--- x:?:-.
they were friends or enemies.
His head still
a~:?:-;t
.
. . \. my father went on in
low voice, elfit ,x-erent
i-- .: '. -. . .. \..
I 11-oulcl never ask for a
divorce."
At this my
::::: '
:.-- ?
!,-k at
She was no
, .
:
.. . .- . .. . .?. Shr seemed watchfi~l
lonrer cw:rll. ?::.. - .
.
. . . rrc...ni
l r . . , -.
.
, . ~. . - . . .
. . . ! d~me of a bird watch1
,,,.?ll 1:.:*
...<. - . . . ..... .....-... ., . ' . ~rl:Ici~!le cannot identify. M
f
! , .
.
. . . .
"-<-:',-., ..1 n:id stroked her hair.
~.. , ..-~ . . .~, ..- : ,.
.. .
... Krlshna has been the soul of patience.
7:,..
,.
.
; .-..;.
,. . .
:... ~ 5 . cheen
~ through for me. Her husband and
I . : .
. . = z-nc !uck to India." He took a deep breath, like a
. ,
.~ .. .
<..:..,,
!1:ic now, ;\nits. I have to think of her happiness."
<..
:-r .i ryrs xi-ere half closed as my mother twisted herself
.- ;
.:.:. z ~ i and
c confronted him. Her face was flushed with weeping
:,-:' r.:'-.nntk.
She shidied him for a moment without emotion. I was
a':?:!
:!!at <he mas preparing some striking and irrevocable insult. Rut
she said nothing, simply turned and walked out of the room. Tito sprang
UII 2nd followed her. I sat waiting, stunned; I couldn't believe that she
~5-arn'tcoming back to finish the scene. Sf she had spoken, what would
she have said? That was what I wanted to know.
My father looked after them unhappily, then took out his handkerchief and carefully wiped his face. The odor of his cologne hung ovc
the table. Suddenly he seemed aware of my sister and me and tume
to us.
"Sylvia, Ana," he said, "talk to your mother. Tell her I don't want
our good times to end. God forbid." He paused while he replaced his
handkerchief. Sylvia's eyes remained downcast. She was rigid, I guessed
with rage.
"I want things to be as they've always been," he went on earnestly.
'1 don't want anything to change. Do you understand what I'm saying?"
--,i(;-'-
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"Papa, will it be the same? Really?" I asked. wachinz out my hand
to hi.
"The same, the same, believe me." He seized m y li~n,?and held
it for a second, then glanced at his watch and straishtened u?.
'Tt's late. I can't stay." He looked at Sylvia again, trysnc tn cn:ch
her eyes, but she would not lift her head. 'Tm sorry our Snnr'n:: Wac
spoiled." As if he had thought of a more appropriate farewell. he 3ddc2.
"But next week I'll have a surprise for you. Something special. Tell your
mother."
Then he went away. As soon as he had left the room, Sylvia looked
p and sent after him a long glance of purest hatred. "The greatest lover
I the Andes," she said, mimicking someone I didn't recognize, "also
the Alps." I was listening intently to the sound of my father's footsteps,
the closing of the door, the starting of the engine. But when the sound
of the car had faded, I turned to her angrily. 'You heard what Papa
said. What differeilce does it make?"
But Sylvia wouldn't answer me, and we sat there in silence until
-\ngelica came to clear the table. Then I followed Angelica into the
kitchen, hoping to talk to her, to have her explain to me what had happened to change things when, after all, my father hadn't lived with
us for more than two years. But Angelica wouldn't talk either, and next
day we had a terrible flight; my mother took an overdose of sleeping
pills, and the doctor came only just in lime.

SHADOWDANCE
Fingers sift the darkness, feel for the wall,
Slide along plaster to the doorsill
And the hall. Sour cry chew me here.
This posture of blindness, testins each turn
I know by heart followin: the sound
Through the passaze to your room, in silence
Alive, yet ringing, a deep ni?ht simal
Within and after the hollon- of a dream.
The worst is over when I reach you.
How warm it is at the cup of ?-our back;
How soft the velvet nap of your teddy.
I run my hand across your forehead,
Tucking the hairs brhind your ears, whispering
Words familiar, words you like to hear,
Unspelling figures dancing from the forest
Of your head into the clothing lying
On the floor.
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You said the lampshade was a pump!&,
Tablelegs were broomsticlzs that the witches ride,
Socks the lonely footprints of a ghost.
'Who's behind that funny face?
Nobody knows but me."
And yet you find it hard to Lnor
Inside of the mask of yonr ovn intcrior
When you rise from its moonless nilrht
Dancing on castoffs of 1.s: r:-~ni:r,;s
Make believe, come back to !in~!!;t you
As though the face \%-?rer-?!.
My eyes grow accustome.! t ? :i:- c?:xrli.

I see a dimestore mask.

:.

-1..

+-Ti,.

z'tnci,

Sheets of scarecro\x8s,pn.5-,:-- - - ! -.,':r !ocks.
On its side a bag of c~?:!:: iy':
A milky way of sugar. cn:>I.- .-;
Three musketeers on rn".:r ': ; 2 ' - - . m a ioys.
And so I would co:itcnc! 2 :
-'.-'7
TIC.
..
Show a steady face u:', *' .- .:-- - .
I...'.--.
You hear the credn i 3
Comfortable n-ordq
. - - . ..
Blessings befor? d'n2cv, ,.
---..--c
.. . .
Speaking such cor:ri:': :? r .-:
-'~cP
. ,
For this and thzt. ceF'?!,- r . :-cv:-:<
:: t!--.rnr!d
To your questions. 1 : :
Made sense, becaure it d o r ~11-t -21- <?"re
And the cry of someone i:) t!le 5.i:':-rci
Does not allow another solutioq
Than the one of wearin: consola!i?n.'c r i a ~ k .
I-:.

.

3

.-.-:.I-

.

My gift to you? Habit, and the custom
Of words gathered to a mask for meaninr.
Manners, and detachment, airs we wear
Not to push thinking beyond the limits
Of endurance, to fit the illusion
That we all must take npon us to survive.
When you reach that status of respect,
Age that tells of the house within,
Of all the ghosts that prowl beneath the skin,
Will you recall this jack-o'-lantern's light
In whose glow you first stepped the shadowdance
Of night?
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You are sleeping now. I listen to the rise
And fall of your covers, ever so faintly
Motions of release. Rehind the shades
Dawn spreads its vague pressure of seeing
Across this house, these obiects, and your room.
On the porch the m11l;man leaves, as he must,
Twice a week the duty of an arrecnlent
Made somehow long aeo. >foments of rilenee
Smack of the morning paper on the ma14
Carrying as it must the recorcl of what mas,
A day's routine, summaw story
Of an understanding made somewhere
Yesterday that the shadows, the originr;
Of longing, must needs give way to arrange
A world that has no truck with make believe.
So it must needs be, but for these chances
In the night where vision is dimly worn,
Where hands search for a line to follow
Through hallways. So it must needs be, masks
Detach themselves and float across the room
Between the urge to wear them and he sure,
The urge to cast them off and struggle free.
So it must needs be, we come upon
The unprepared for time, fingers touching
A purity of flesh, nothing to hide,
No funny face, no mask, no just pretense,
Cry without a use asking only that
We come back to it, hear it once again,
And again look at the one remission
That can give, in the repetition
Of its looking, a pattern to eclipse
The shadows, dancing out from end to end.
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PRAYER IN AN AGE OF CRITICISM:
THE HOPKINS PROBLEM
WARRENLEAMON
In 1932 F. R. Leavis said of Gerard Manley Hopldns: "He is likely
to prove, for our time and the future, the only iduential poet of the
Victorian age, and he seems to me the greatest."l Most would consider
the statement an exaggeration bom of the battle Leavis and others
were waging against the pedants, the dry scholars, the pseudoclassicists
for the serious study of modem literature in the academy. Yet who can
say for sure that Leavis was not right? If one does not measure greatness by bulk but by the simpler yardstick of delisht in reading, then
quite possibly more readers enjoy Hopkins' splendid "nature poems"
than Browning's marvelously involuted monolopes or Tennyson's mag~ f i c e n bombast.
t
There is about Hopkins' work an immediacy-a sense
of the author's confronting emotional r~a!it\. directly and struggling
for a lanyage suitable to the rea?i?-. FToniins inflicts a bewildering
which produces in the
combination of intensity, beaut? an-! cbcc~.:-:.reader a feeling that he ha? e - r i r c r : !
'7-rthinz . even if he has not
understood it.
Also. t!louch practirz7!-.-pvp? c-17 bc$ns by asserting that Hopkins
lacks "ranre" R C R -,-'.
-?<'
-.: ,:? 2qc"TLinq that only portions of
~ ~ ~nrkf..-rri-L
k i ~ ,.;..
. ~ 'I. ' hi-r...
.
. ....1 in n short study. Even book]enn+'l
s>:-''.--<. .<':.
<. :
;' -<* ',.- C.1- '-+:, Pick. Schneider and others,
are ..3c.-7....-A.-.
.., ..,- . , . - . - c . . . m - , . . A:,-.
-i F!nd:in~' thought and practice.
:-n--~: !I*':;n<
nncn\~-edhiq \ision inward and
R 2 ~ ii
y ;
..
x7--:: ?: -?.?v-i'i-et~.(! .i~
3 a t of other Ygreat'' poets.
o?r:r;!
Fe-.lnr,? B e r ~ e n z iis t?e latest of a number of critics who have
t r ' ~t?? 7 ' ~ i fro21
~ t
that 13-orld the secrets of Hopkins' g e n i u ~ His
. ~ hook
is competrnt. It contains a coherent account of the life of Hopkins
as n-e!! as sn adequate summary and synthesis of various critical opinions.
I t is on the whole a "safe" book, and like Bergonzi's previous critical
biography of Eliot it will be useful to any reader beginning a study of
IIopkins' poetry. But what Bergonzi, like everyone else, gives us is one
of a number of possible Hopkinses.
In the world of literary criticism Hopkins is a kind of nineteenthcentury Wallace Stevens: each lived his life outside literary circles,
each had doubts about the importance of poetry, and each created a
body of work largely alien to the general aesthetic climate of his time.
But on the other hand, each was in some irritating way vitally connected with his age. Hopkins' fierce nationalism and utter devotion to
a

.

R. Leavis, N m Bearings in English Poehy (London, 1932), p. 193.
Bernard Bergonzi, Gerard Manley Hopkins (New York: Macmillan, 1977).
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religion are cuiously Victorian just as Stevens' detachment, aestheticism,
atheism and dandyism (whether a pose or actual) are very much in
harmony with the literary theories of his time. Yet the task of defining
exactly the relationship of the life of either to his age and to his work
is extremely difGcult if not impossible.
Not surprisingly, studies of HopMns have tended to concentrate
on two problems: the effects of t h ~Society of Jesus on his life and
poetry and his own attitude to17-ard his poetry-. The hvo problems are,
of course, related, and takpn toiiether the!- form the Trojan War of the
Hopkins myth, all other problems revoivinq around these txx7o. Critics
are either pro-Jesuit (Pick) or anti-Jesuit (Abbot). Xo one is reany
neutral although a number of critics (Read, Gardner, Bender, etc.)
appear to be. Rergonzi, for example, falls into this last category. His
view is about as balanced as is possible unless one has simply no opinions about life and art at all. But in calling one of his chapters "The
Two Vocations" he disagrees with Hopkins himself, who saw his poetry
as at best an avocation
I do not mean to imply that all the critics are extremists like Pick
and Abbot. Pick (who by the way is never mentioned by Bergonzi)
takes the position that Hopkins would never have been a successful
poet had he not been a Jesuit; Abbot argues the opposite, that Hopkins'
poetry was created out of a fierce battle with the tyrannical Jesuits.
There are all kinds of more respectable positions between these two
poles, but always the question of emphasis is crucial. Hopkins, perhaps
more than any other poet, forces the critic into polemics and I wish to
investigate briefly why this is so.
In the first place, because of the paucity of biographical information,
speculation is bound to dominate any evaluation of the man. For
example, we have certain knowledge of only a few incidents in Hopkins'
life before he went up to Oxford: he rather daringly climbed a tree;
he abstained from water and salt for a Ion: periocl and made himself
sick; he had a battle with his headmaster and \<.as, presumably, severely
punished; he wrote some poems, one of which won a school prize and
another of which was published. From these facts critics develop elaborate constructs, one of the main ones being that Hopkins had an asceticaesthetic temperament with a strone rebeltious or independent streak;
accordingly, he rebelled (became a Catholic), chose Jesuitical self-denial
as a way of life (asceticism), fou&t against the unreasonable demands
of the order (rebellion), primarily through art (aestheticism). I t sounds
good, but of course the reasoning is backwards, from what Ilopkins
became ( a Jesuit who wrote poetry) to what he must have been to
become that. What Hopkins was as a child depends upon the way
the critic interprets him as a man. In fact, probably any number of
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coal miners climbed trees and argued with teachers when they were
children.
The Oxford Years are more fully documented, but there is still
woefully little to generalize from, and once again there has to be much
backward construction. Bergonzi, like others before him, is forced to
make copious use of the word must: Hopkins must have read the
Apologia, which first appeared in a series of pamphlets in 1864, but
there is no good evidence that he did; he must have sided with the
Tractarian Pusey in his battle with Jowett, but Hopkins was a studer+
in Jowett's college (Balliol), and what's more they s ~ r m e dto get alon,
Pater, who was one of his tutors, must have exerted an inBuence, b~
Pater was at the beginning of his career. and :honch there is eviden~
that they liked each other and though a s n ~ ~ i v i nessay
g
was probably
written for Pater, what influence he h a d if any, must be purely conjectural. That Hopkins was familiar v?h Ruskin's work is obvious
(Hopkins' sketches are very Rurkinerque. ye! even this raises difEculties: granted Hopkins' conversion :o C :t?niici~mand then to the priesthood, he must have been very a:'??! ;.:reparatin5 artistic achievement
.
from morals and ideas ac I-ri-.-- -:.
.. . as his later admiration f r ~ ~
the "Intimations Ode' r n 3 k c ' ~ ? : . '.l~t how does this jibe with tl
strngge betrx-een asce5c m r l acn5o?c which supposedly raged withi
him? . h d finnlly. theie i i t3- cn:.z-!::!? relntionship with Digby Dolbel..
To what eeen: tx-v it h?-n;e.-.:?:- Or v:as it simply another of those
Victofan acey~i~l
a:t?.c!n;-r:
~ v i . - - ic . ? m to have been so common?
. \Thatever it \\-as. Li ~ r 3 : 5 . : . -.s:r";.- to have been cn~cialin his move,
ment ton-ar? Rn-n a x tne
pries'hmd l Dolhen comes up in sorr
,
is no hard evidence (althoug
retreat notes !.ears !3ter , but a ~ a i n there
publim5o;l of Hopkins' notes for confession during his Oxford yea
mizht cast new light).
We don't even have a very clear idea as to why Hopkins became
a Catbolic or why, when he went on to become a priest, he chose the
Jesuits. Agair1, there ar.e hints a1~d critics speculate that (1) he became
a Catholic as the result of a spiritual crisis which resulted in a leap of
he ;became a Jesuit priest because he felt he needed
faith and (2)I that
. .
strong external discipline. Such speculation is plausible but there is
also evidence ( 1 ) that his conversion was the result of a rational process
and was even motivated to a certain extent by social concerns and ( 2 )
that he joined the Jesuits because they were the most "English" of the
orders and ( a fact often overlooked these days) because they were not
an "intellectual" order. One could extend the argument right on through
the Dublin years, but if we don't know exactly why Hopkins became
a Catholic and a Jesuit, it is safe to say that everything else we know
about him will not answer other important questions.
,r

-:-'i

.
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Secondly, there is the question of Hopkins' expressly Christian overtones. Since we have such sketchy knowledge of his life, critics are
bound to treat his Christianity according to their own predilections.
Once again, Bergonzi takes a balanced reasonable viexv, but in so doing
he seems to reflect that general indifference to relipious values which
characterizes most modem criticism. n i a t is. 11-hile aclmittin: the valuc
of religion to lives of crrtain iodi~idu2!s and xvhi!e admittin: that
religion may weU have pla>-ed a part in sha?ing the art of such individuals, there is at bottom a belief that art is separate from reli~ion,that
it must transcend religion in order to become universal.
Such a view is bom of an age increasingly convinced that Christianity, like earlier religions, is coming to the end of its cycle. Thus the
appeal to Christ must be seen in the light of the appeal to Zeus, and
many critics try to prove that Hopkins' poetry succeeds divorced from
his belief in Christianity. In a sense, this view of things began in the
Renaissance, but only of late has the attempt to reconcile non-Christian
belief and morality with Christianity been completely dropped; now
the effort is all in the other direction-to reconcile the Christian with
the non-Christian. Such is necessary if Dante, for instance, is to survive.
What effect does this critical climate have upon interpretation of
Hopkins' poetry? I t causes the critics to categorize the poems written
between The Wreck of the Deutschland and the Dublin years (roughly
1876 to 1884) as "nature" poems, which succeed because of their marvelons evocation of the natural world. The Dublin poems (18%-1889)
and the Wreck are linked as 'psychological" poems and are praised for
their insight into the tension betwen doubt and belief. Even Christian
critics have succumbed to moral and religious relativism. Eliot, for
example, asserts that Hoplens' overtly Christian view makes him a
"devotional" poet as opposed to a religious one. This obviously won't
do since Hopkins is not "pious" in the manner of devotional poets, so
Eliot is forced to reverse himself almost immediately and refer to Hopkins
as a "nature" poet.3 Harold Weatherby, in discussing Hopkins as a
Christian poet, excludes the Dublin poems (which he seems to think
include only the "Terrible Sonnets") because they are psychological and
not religious poems. However, \!?hen he comes to assert Eliot's superiority
over Hopldns as a religious poet, he has no qualms about discussing
Four Quartets as religious rather than psychological poems4 What seems
to be at work here is a feeling that lyric poetry must be connected in
- -

-

T. S. Eliot, After Strange Gods (London, 1932), pp. 47-48.
4Harold Weatherby, The Keen Delight (hthcns, Ga., 1975), p. 98. He says
of the "terrible sonnets" that they "constitute the finest poetry [Hopliinsl ever wrote"
but t h t they are "essentially a poetry of private, psychological experience, not
sacred poehy."
8
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some way to a coherent philosophical system in order to achieve greatness as religious poetry.
Such a belief brings us to the final difliculty critics experience in
dealing with Hopkins. To survey all the criticism of Hopkins-from
Middleton Muny's early review to the latest explication of "The
Windhover"-is to come to the conclusion that Hopkins should never
have revealed his love of Duns Scotus. Duns Scotus' Latin is practically
unreadable and only of late have systematic well-annotated translations
of his work begun to appear. Thus it still remains something of a
mystery what Hopkins actually found in Duns Scotns (though it is
safe to assume that the "Star of Balliol" who took a first in classics
understood him as well as or better than - 3 : - nf hic critics).
If we turn, however, to those n-ho have tea!! extensively with the
relationship between the two men. Chr'c'nrl~r-rDevLin comes out much
the best not so much because r! !:ic u-:?i.ic:~ncln~of Scotus' thought
from a Jesuitical point of ~'exr-. hut ' . ~ w : c e !!ii fep!ino for poetry draws
him back from c!oma!:c a ; c ~ e - ? . lr:e~thi:ily. for example, finds in
Scotus a form 15-orlinc ic?l-rt t3r 5zcic principles of Thomism on
~ h i c hhe r w m c t ti-:.-!.: '-.:; i:!?.:ie cf tmc'itional Christian thought
depen?c. R.:t l!-y'..:n. "-?F I "net. nnt a philosopher, and the greatness
of h i ~?-:r.-2. r , ' ' _ i ? * : ?-.rini
depends upon his ability to produce
ir!
:\P
Tp?-!r.r ?7 p - . - ; . : , . .
..,:recnonse to God and to nature as an expression
n i GT?. I! !In-Ii::s fmnd in Scotns idea9 which gave him confidence
t5.t !hr inn-.irla!lnn of the poet can experience reality directly and int i ~ c t ! i l ? y \ r : : l ~ ? i i : a simultaneous rationalizing and ordering of reality,
:!>en 5co:us sewed to reinforce ideas that Hopkins was developing as
ear:). as his Oxford years (when the term inscape &st appears). In
other xvords, Scotus reinforced his belief in concreteness and detail
as vital to the imagination's awareness of God.
Hopkins, then, presents one of the most curious cases in the history
of literary criticism: a devoutly Christian poet, he achieved fame in
an age of exkemely 'left wing" and often overtly Marxist criticism
(the thirties); a man about whom relatively little is known, his fame
has continued to grow during an age increasingly committed to biography. His poetry, it would seem, strikes a deep responsive chord in
what should be if not hostile a t least alien readers, and we would do
well to ask why this is so.
His experiments in prosody in part account for his popularity in
the thirties. Xhough his Christianity was out of tune with the age, his
interest in meter and rhythm was very much in tune with the attempts
of modern poets to break out in new directions. Certainly the critics
of the thirties-Richards, Read, Day Lewis, MacNeice, Auden-seem to
have been not very interested in his ideas, and many accepted without
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question that his art was developed out of some kind of confict with
his religious beliefs.
But the great attraction to Hopkins could not have resulted solely
from interest in his experiments; rather the success of his experiments
must have turned the tide toward him. One senses that critics and poets
liked his poetry and justified their taste by turning to the radical prosody.
That is, there must have been some vital connection between Hopkins'
beliefs and his meh.ica1 es-periments. What the thirties' critics sensed,
I think, was that Hopliins needed a new language to express himself.
The need for a new language resulted first from his position in his
society. A patriotic Englishman, Hopkins actually saw English art as
an expression of English superiority. And though Day Lewis and others
tried to use "Harry Ploughman," "Tom's Garland," and a brief quote from
a letter to prove that Hopkins was a "communist," what they were really
responding to was Hopkins' belief that art is somehow nltimately bound
up with society. But Hopkins, in becoming a Catholic and a Jesuit, cut
himself off from the Victorian middle class he Ioved. He became an
alien, an outsider who feared that England was doomed because of a
spiritual failure. Thus the tradition of English poetry had resulted in
an expression of spiritual failurc, and he felt that he had to go outside
the tradition to create an art which would be at once in harmony with
society yet restore that lost spirituality. Denied bhe English "nature"
poetry of poets as diverse as Wordswortb and Clare and denied the
poetry of spiritual disillusionment and despair of poets as diverse as
Tennyson, Arnold and Thomson, he had to find a language which could
combine a celebration of nature with a spiritual &mation.
The first great example of this new style was, of course, The li'reck
of the Deutschland. What is most interesting about this poem-and
most radical-is the yoking of his own spiritual crisis uith the physical
crisis of the nun. The "language" of the poem, the 'new rhythm." derives
from this attempt at unification, and its strikinq imares. metaphors and
rhythm reflect in every line his passion to e-ipress the link behveen
thought and action, the link for Hoplcins bein? pmyer. The rigorous
immediacy of the poem, its aesthetic c!ua!iy even. was 11om of the first
and last passion of the true relidous. to Snd a I a n ~ a 5 . ewith which
to converse with God. MI t h o u ~ h tand a c ~ o nfor the Christian are
2 prayer for the conversion
joined in such a langnage; and appr~priat=?:of England closes the poem. Such an ~nclin: was not for Hopkins an
aesthetic device (if it were it ~vouldhe a failure) but rather the natural
result of his struggle to use the nun's crisis as a means to make concrete
his own appeal to God.
What the thirties' critin detected in Hopkins, then, was not so
much a radical form as a fierce integrity. I t took Marxists (and critics
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like Leavis as well) to understand that there is a vital connection between a great poet's language and what he hopes for the world. The
affinity between the thirties' critics and Hopkins was to a large extent
an a5nity between ages, both of which were polemical. Hopkins' struggle
to reconcile his religious beliefs with his love of England was much
closer to the thirties' temperament than Eliot's and Yeats's concern
wifh the breakdown in traditional cultural values. For a Marxist art as
prayer was preferable t o art for art's or tradition's sake, since he considered the former effete and the latter an attempt to restore a rightfully
(in his opinion) doomed culture. At least poetry as prayer asserted the
power of language itself to change the world.
"Poetry as prayer" is the key to the appeal of HopLins' poetry down
to the present. A criticism often brouzht acximt Romanticism was that
it attempted to turn art into reli$ou. Of late. ho~vever:many consider
this attempt to be the basis of its F r a m s r . Thus Romantic poetry becomes religious poetry vhich seeks :n r!eve!nn a !aupa;e through which
one speaks to God. Such a !an.rr~?.r?ic necessar). but not peculiar to
c
one needs a language to
the "Promethean" stale oi R T ~ ~ Y Lpee-:
join vith Goc! R( we': z~ r, :-:.-: 3fllnst Him. But the language of
re!i5.ior!s ~ \ ~ F ? o ? : : P
!:?:.l?ns inlo convention because any incli~-I:?r!n! re'i+v.:c c---rir?cc can be e-rpressed only through a unique
!an%:-? v.:,:c? 1-c?. !r..i. pe:s are capable of. This is not to say that
PI>c :-.?!
T;:
G v ? :llrm~:h the language of another hut only that
on- n?-?:
e-:?re<<the ultimate uniqueness of that union except through
3 :z:-:.r!nz~ he shapes from his own individuality (one need only compare
the Tcrrll,le Sonnets with "The Hound of Heaven" to see the difference).
The linal c n is either "I will not serve" or "Thy will be done," but the
fu!! en~o!ional impact of either cry must be translated into appropriate
I - n ~ u a ~ife the union or rejection is to make any impact outside the
purely religious sphere.
\\'hat the religious :poet reaches in the journey inward is that point
at which "I will not serve" and "Thy will be done" intersect: rebellion
beco.mes dam]>ation; d:mnation becomes triumph; triumph becomes
..
.
rebillion. Round and round the circle goes, and the artist most often
breaks out by becoming a Romantic, a secularist (positivist) or Christian. Of the three the Christian poet must make intelligible not only
personal discovery but also the whole moral and spiritual complex
known as Christianity. Not surprisingly, then, Hopkins created an eccentric language which attempts to translate conventional symbol and ritual
into the immediacy of fresh metaphor; the Romantics attempted the
opposite: to make intensely personal and individual vision and symbol
familiar. The obscurity of the Romantics is the obscurity of individuality
0
7
:'
:
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becoming common; the obscurity of the Christian poet is that of the
conventional becoming unique, personal.
But Hopkins went a step further; he attempted to use metaphor
for a direct apprehension of created bein:: that is. he sought a language
with which he could translate to the reader the sheer ecstasy and terror
of the soul's confrontation nith hat it is: created 11eln.r. Sowhere does
the maxim that art resides in the stnlggle seem more fully realized than
in Hopkins' best poehy. In his lines the reader experiences hat HopLins
expresses: an irrational, instinctual an.areness of created heins and the
initial chaos of the mind's stn~ggleto brin: that avareness in line wit11
some kind of system. Thus his poetry is in some vays striLin~lysimilar
to twentieth-century poetry, but it is different in one important wayHopkins' direct apprehension of himself and his world gro\r.s from a
supreme confidence in God (even when he was in the dcpths of despair
or desolation, such confidence gave form to his most passionate feelings
and insights); in the twentieth century such attempts to achieve irrational understanding almost always betray a deepseated insecurity, a
fear of chaos, of the void (thus Williams' and Stevens' customary
aestheticism, Eliot's Thomism, Pound's secularism, etc.). Only Yeats
was able to maintain the post-Promethean impulse of the Romantics
into the twentieth century, the century of Nietzsche and Kierkegaard.
One should not puzzle, then, over the popularity of Hopkins in an age
in which the inadequacy of systems is becoming more and more apparent.
Which brings us back to Bergonzi and his biography. Criticism inevitably lags behind the realities of its own world, and now the critical
battle against the easy "traditionalism" of Eliot and other Modernist
authors produces daily yet another way to yoke together artist, critic
and reason. For even when the critic argues with his father, he argues
within his; father's context. ]lust as the eighteenth centnry, coming at
the end of a rich c:restive el'a, attempted to turn criticism into art, so
current criticism, CI>ming at the end c~f the Romantic movement, daily
. . . . ." .
.
champions criticism itselt as the highest form of art. But just as in the
eighteenth century, today the stirrings of a new creative impulse are
being felt. Bergonzi is solid, competent and helpful; he gives us a map
of the past and such maps are useful if not indispensable. But the vital
center of Hopldns' vision eludes him, just as it has eluded other critics.
Hopkins speaks from the past to our oxrn age but only in the language
we devise for him. He will speak direct!!. to the nest age in his own
unique, eccentric language, for what he really has to tell us, most of
us, as yet, do not really want to bear.

..
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THE KISS
M A R L ~ NGINGHER
E
One year it seemed to Nicodine that the familiar Carolina hills lay
magic with winter and did not look the same. They took on live and
slumbering shapes, bristling spiny backs against the wind like big old
porcupines. The magic changed Nicodine's ears, too. The cold hlue lips
of January piped the chimney for her like a flute: whole, bright little
tunes that made her dance with her mop or broom and stir the corn
cakes faster. Her hands moved almost too quickly for her chores, flapping like chased crows about the house; and she felt a tender power in
them that made each thing she touched seem shaped to her, loved by
the very blood that sang beneath her skin. She brousht a little pig into
the house and taught him to dance on his hindleg.
And after she had spooned '\farno Dear t5e nirhttime cup of honeyed
tea with the one old wrinkled prune at the bottom that Mama Dear
liked to gum when the tea was cone. aPer she had waited for her to
spit the prune pit into the palm Yimc!in~ he!d open like a small pink
china saucer, after the pil!oxvs ha.' Seen phmped and fluffed and Mama
Dear's vig removed and hnn: on the bedpost so that when Nicodine
clicked off the I m p . ii a f r ~ l !moon ruhbed againct the window, the wig
gleamed hich and cilwr in ?Fie dark like a sleeping possum, then, as
Mama Dear !lean to c!ore. Sicodine crept barefoot into the attic where
she kept a cnnd:e and the Roebuck wishbook and the hooks that had
been her hrcther's hcfore he went off to war and got killed. She had
disc~verec?t!ie l~ooksaccidentally. There were fourteen--one for each
of her years. Squinting in the dust-colored light, she had read each one
at Iezvt that many times, so that if she was sleepy she could close her
eyes and turn the soft worn pages; her memory urged simply by the
feel of the books got the stories told. Often as she read, she would recall her brother's face, rowdy with dreams, his eyes roving the distant
hills of their farm. And she would wonder if in all his travels he had
seen the ocean or walked a blazing desert or hidden from tigers and
panthers like the ones that prowled the jungles of his books. She read
tales of cowboys and pirates and thieves, of soldiers and sailors, niurderers and kings. But her favorite book was a love story. Its cover
showed a dark, handsome gentleman kissing a lady whose face glowed
white and round as a cotton boll. Her bright yellow glory of hair looked
like a hat covered with buttercups, and she smiled from heart-shaped
lips that parted to show teeth white and sharp as stars. This was a lady
who wore (and took off) crinolines, who pinned brooches to a soft
pink bosom and dusted herself with violet sachet. And if Nicodine did
not know what a crinoline was or a brooch or sachet, she hunted in the
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wishbook until she usually found a picture. She kept a list of the things
she would need in this world to become a lady, for she had learned to
write as well as read before llama Dear got old and sick and the mule
which had carried her doun the road eisht miles to school each day
had died.
Sometimes she read until cw!icm\v. But if she fell asleep, awaking
t the iu\r.:!nz of a calf or the scream of the
in the middle of the n i ~ h to
~ a r d e nfor a small fat
old Barred owl who hunted th.7 7 :~..~~-'cii-!!ed
c l preir,:'-: ;? 11.3s a man in the yard who
rabbit or mouse, she ~ ~ o u llie
called her with a voice secret an2 i':-'.
i: an animal's. Sometimes she
thought that if she did not kiss son,:--:-- %-q. iicr lips would turn inside-out with wishing and stay, stui!: t l : ,t -:.
5 9 t!!at
no man would
look at her twice. Ever.
At sunrise, when it seemed to her *II' .',- r'-.!lr tncred red and
':-- rire-1-n~not sulky
sassy as valentines across the sL?. c3i- r-;with regret but happy for a cia? in r- !::' - - . - - .
hnpppn. The
pale January air hummed in her n o ~ L : ;.'. .' . -. .... c - x r mn! esTectations of space, and, sucl;ing it deeply. ::;-- i "wer. cloudy
. .
..
, . . .-a ~ y - i l e nhe came.
with bees. She did not know n - h a t ?!.=
i.3 :,oil. but he
It would seem a long time, like \<-a:-i-z - - . :~:-.'--.- . . z r ! she might
would come. He would probably ? - ~ . first see him through the L+tchen ,,-::..'-.. :: . -..- -..-. . imlnh a droop
. ..
of leaves that sprouted from the c:.-- - - - :*
-.:t i? a Tube Rose
- .
.~
.:- - - - -;>c nf the horsecan. As he rode up the drive, hr.'il :2.:- .
. . . .-..=. s -..::. black silk hat
pear treeor lose his hat TTrh.hicb
<h.?:- .:; - Ti---, . .
..
of a gentleman. She wondeie? ..*'.-:- <'-- .--.-- <i*:
t, :he stran%er. If
. .
.-,
~.
she could not think of any ..vt7: :. . . - \r-'.,'<:I
!?PT little pig to
dance, and they would laun!~t',r~'::.:r.
I t seemed to Nicodine t F ~ tt:!' !11.?w:~:tn.??-r him, too: dreamy
and wide and blank as a pacp in &I.\..-i-:-r
i::-.::zk.I!-!~rre no tree grew
and no house sat it \x-aiterj t-, :.- c".
.
:. -.:". :: r mrprise of shadow. I t
waited for him as it did the xr-i?? ?;:;-crc r i c l n g .
She did not tell \lama D e z zI,-.:t :!!? ?,+oks she kept in the attic.
The only book Mama Dear cared i-.r \vzc i!le Bible that rested beside
her bed on a pink lace doiil-. Enc'l ?(:lit. before she brought the tea
and prune, Nicodine read to S!x-in Dpar from the little white Bible that
looked prim as a teacake but old and cimbl!- as if someone had nibbled
it around the edges. I t had a sL?,)--l,!!~e; *osgrain ribbon sewn into its
binding that always marked the spot xvhere Sicodine had left off reading
the night before. And on Sunday evenings, the first thing Reverend
Mister Bimbo did when he paid his weekly visit to all shut-ins was open
the Bible to the page where the slim blue ribbon lay and check how far
Nicodine had read.
7.7:.
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Mary Magdalene was about to bathe Jesus's feet on the Sunday
Reverend Bimbo came and told them about the circus. He was a short
fat man with skin dnll and dark as coal. His black morning coat, fastened
neatly with half-hidden safety-pins, parted to show a cheerful orange
vest that stretched across a stomach as round as if he held a pumpkin
in his lap. He wore a clump of nandina berries in his lapel and, on three
of his fingers, the wedding rings of the wives he had outlived.
He sat at the kitchen table by the hearth and talked with Mama
Dear through the bedroom door that Nicodine propped open with the
old black iron. Mama Dear always felt better when the preacher came.
She fastened her wig to her head with hi< mother-of-pearl haircombs
and powdered the shine from her face with cornstarch. After she and
Reverend Bimbo had taken tea and said a prayer (they always blessed
Nicodine for her industry and kindness) the two of them gossiped like
jays, Mama Dear giggling and hooting and slapping at her throat as if
it were on fke with so much talk.
That ni$t Reverend Rirnh hha the circus on his mind, but he
waited until he and \lama Dear were Enally tdked out, and before he
commenced to tell his s t o n he 1.1rnedto Xicodine and out of politeness
said: 7 he wantinn to e e ?hnt little piq of yours now." Nicodine was
proud of the lrttle pi?. She whistled it inside, and they all watched and
clapped as it iinzed a5out the room. Then, because entertainment made
her thirsty. \lax* Dear panted for another cup of tea. Nicodine poured
four fresh cups. One cup she set on the floor for the pig who did want
a drop after d a n c i n ~so hard. The Reverend praised her for her gentleness with God's creatures.
They set quiet for a spell while the Reverend sucked down the
last of his tea through the hole where two teeth should have been.
Then, he told them all about the circus.
"They don't have no dancing pig," he said, "but they's a man who
hammers nails up his nose and a alligator lady and a full-growed baby
they got pickled in a jar."
"Jesus have mercyl" called Mama Dear from the bedroom.
"Amen, Sister."
"Amen," said Nicodine.
'They got a midget man rides a goat and a lady eats glass and
razor blades and live bees. I seen it." Reverend Bimbo smiled at the
pig and the pig smiled back.
"Do you reckon they got a handsome man in a tall black hat?'
asked Nicodine. She didn't know how the words got out. They came
alive by themselves and hopped from her throat, sparrow-quick. She
felt giddy and light with their leaving. She slapped a hand across her
mouth too late.
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"They got a magic man," Reverend Bimbo $a:?. '7 ?:-??'t c?r no hat,
but a magic man has got to have hisself a hat some\.:':-=:-. ! rn3i*. TOII
know," and he winked, "for keeping rabbits. TYh!. y-,: :.::. ': . ---?:--'*
.
because just then the little ?:I -. I OUT
But she never 6
rice around the kitchen. a+ '>:i --. ' -- -.... -1
notion began to dan
to put him on her lap and whisper in his ear to quiet hin.
"My my," said Reverend Bimbo, scooting back from t?. '-.-. F3
.
winked at Nicodiue again. "I believe I feel a warm spell ccr.i.;r --.-- -:
natural. Two weeks till Febberary but I got me a taste for T---.-'--.pie." He shook from one trouser pocket a red bandana broad :?c 2 --:
r
..
and mopped his shiny face. He looked at Nicodine with his ~ . - i c . ~ .
elephant's eyes. "Mr. Pig feels the sap rising in his toes."
"You stay close by your Mama Dear," he told Nicodine at the do??.
"They's gypsies and ruffians following the circus got feathers in :heir
hats for every young gal they stolen."
And after he had been gone a long while, Nicodine still stood on
the front porch, holding the door wide open and feeling a strange maim
wind on her face and arms. Overhead the sky boiled reckless with stars
and the January moon throbbed hotly in the horsepear's limbs like a
piece of fruit ripe for picking.
Just inside the door Nicodine stopped and caught a cricket, and she
carried him with her to bed so that he might sing to her all night. For
she could not sleep. The patience that had made waiting seem like nothing better and whole days quick and dream-lazy as the yawns and
stretches of a cat had left her. Outside the crazy weather echoed her
own restless sighs with big winds warm as March.
In the morning her brain burned with the fever of p u r p " ~ ..i"!
after breakfast and the flurry of chores, when Mama Denr ' ~ c m!doze into that dreamless daze of sleep that would last un5I cZ:--.. -:--.
Nicodine crawled quietly into the attic to fetch from !!er n + c L : secret list.
A lady needs shoes. Downstairs she found In : L m ~ i - . l ? z - - ., ?..YO
empty flour sacks, pretty and white and no: r~?: \<--:-'-'.
She tied
them on her feet with scrappy red h v h e that c'.? I----,i
i.--- ?ice neat
bows.
A lady needs a pocketbook. She tw?: P.V? Licr.l::Lc f ~ " m:!le piesafe
and some slices of dried apple which c i l ~t!r-' i-tn 1 i:andlrrchief. Then,
carefully she unhooked the e r r hncki-t i51r h.1711 5:- the kitchen door
and placed the bundle of fond inci?c. !,ecn?;ce a pocketbook should
never be empty.
A lady wears a hat rcifh a [on: Lri:ht ribbon. Quiet as could be,
Nicodine tiptoed into Mama Dear's bedroom. Her brow felt rainwet as
if she stood under a leaky spot in the roof, and for a moment she stopped
stiU and hardly breathed, thinking ligh&g from out of nowhere might
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pounce and strike her dead. But the fever that had started in her head
had worked its way to her fingers. Trembling, she opend the Bible to
where the sky-blue ribbon lay and gently tore the ribbon from its binding. Then, she tied it to the pink lace doily which she set atop her head.
A lady needs perfume and lipstkk, rouge, a petticoat, gloves a d
silk stockings. She slipped through the little house, opening drawers and
peering into chifforobes to gather what she could. But oh she wonld look
silly with clothespins on her ears for earbobs and socks ou her hands
instead of gloves1 And she was about to cry for not having all the things
a lady should have when she suddenly touched, deep within Mama
Dear's cedar chest, the raggedy black umbrella that Papa Dear had
carried on his arm to church. She lifted it out: it smelled sweet enough to
eat. She felt like doing a little dance, because more than anything else
a lady needed a parasol. For what \\.auld happen when the sun beat
hot on a l'ady's face? Her skin miyht shi5\.e! !lard and dry as an old
pecan, and she would not look beautiful in spite of the finest clothes in
all the world.
Finally, although it was not vT;.tten on her list3 Xicodine knew that
a lady needed someplace to co d e n .he rr-as A1 dressed up: a shimmering ball or a ~virleFeen par'i f l l ~ r !uith lily ponds and live oak trees
with skirts of shade here a lady might sit and be cool and eat herself
a picnic. But a cirenc nil1 do jiust fine, t h o u ~ h tNicodine. A circus will
do me just fine.
There she stood. l o o h g at herself in the halltree mirror, smiling at
her hat and the basket on her arm and the flour sack shoes out of which
her l e ~ sprouted
s
thin but firm as young plum trees. And she smiled for
the umbrella that she wouldn't dare open until she got outside for fear
of ex61 luck. And she was about to turn and walk outside, up the narrow
road eight miles to town, when somebody whistled and tapped at the
door. I t was not the wind.
Nicodine didn't know what to do. First she grabbed off her hat;
then she stuck it back on. She tossed the pocketbook basket on the
halltree bench; then she snatched it up again. She spun around in the
mirror and checked her skirt hem for loose strings. All this motion in
the blink of her own two eyes. Her heart fluttered up and down the
insides of her ribs, shy as a butterfly. The whistling came again and a
rat-a-tat-tat and a rat-a-tat-tat. "That you, Reverend Bimbo?" she whispered. And she half-hoped it was so that somebody who knew and
loved the old Nicodine could forgive her for being so brand-spanking
new that she didn't know what to do with herself. But she h e w it
couldn't he Reverend Bimbo because today was Monday.
Mama Dear turned over once in her bed, and the mattress springs
sounded like an angry hen fussing. Nicodine almost ran into the bedroom until she remembered the blue ribbon in her hat.
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Slowly she crept across the parlor to the windnlr- 1.1,' -*.;:.-' .'---..-:.
..
7the frilly curtain she might have tied around her ~-.-l-i;:i' - . - * - if she had thought about it earlier. Outside, parked nnil-r .'-: ' .. -.
.
tree, she saw a fat white horse hitched to a wagon. 0:: 1':
wagon in big gold letters was written: OTIS SVSSII!?:!:
. ..
When she saw what sat on the wagon seat she giggled a?-: zi;~- .
:.
at once. At fist she thought it was a monkey. But when i- ;.:
cigar from its pocket and struck a match across its knee an-:
tiny perfect fingers around the flame, she saw it was a littip r - .I-: :
bigger than a blackbird.
She pressed her face to the window and tried to see who ston?
the front porch, knocking and whistling. All of a sudden the blacl'.:: i
man started laughing and pointing and before she could think io :1;
the curtain drop, a face on the outside drew near to her own with i r ~ c t
the pane of cloudy window glass between them.
"Ohl" cried Nicodiie.
"I see you," said the man. "Yon come out on the porch. I want to
ask you something, Darling-pie." She could hear him easily through the
glass, and his voice poured cool and clear as creek water into her ear.
On the way to the door, trembling and happy, Nicodiue decided
what she would do. She would do i t gracefully, and if he were a gentleman she would find out soon enough. She turned the doorknob carefully
as if she held an egg. Then, moving dreamily to the rhythm of that
Januaiy wind that waltzed into the house, she lowered her eyes, dropped
one knee in a deep deep curtsy and held out a limp, small, delicate
hand to be kissed.
"Looky there at her foots1 What's she got there on her foots?"
screamed the blackbird man from the wagon.
"My goodness, are you a clubfoot, Darling-pie?" said the man on
the porch, reaching for her outstretched hand. "Steady now. Don't fall."
Nicodiue looked at him. He was the whitest man she had ever
seen. He was so white that her eyes hurt to look at him, and his hand
closed over her own, cold as frost. ''There now," he said, dragging her
upwards from her curtsy. "I'm Otis Sunshine himself, ma'am," and he
tipped his hat. A black hat it was and tall, but bmt-looking as an
old piece of stove pipe. "Am I addressing the lady of the house?" His
eyes were small and red as a rooster's, but his voice warbled gentle
and low, and Nicodine wasn't afraid when he spoke.
"I knowed you'd come," she said. "J'i%y, it's a miracle."
Otis Sunshine laughed and ran one long white hand through a
crackly zigzag of hair. Nicodine blinked His hair was the color of
lightning. "Yeah," he said, We're miracles all right, ain't we, Mr. Buh?"
From his perch on the wagon Mr. Bub cawed and stomped his
feet.
;-

;

--
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Y o u ever seen a man so little?" Otis Sunshine asked.
"No sir."
"Mr. Bubk fingers is skinny as shoestrings, and he can sleep down
inside of one my socks. I11 bet you never seen a man white as me
neither."
"No sir. You white as sun on snow," she said dreamily, half-blinded
by the sight of him.
'White as nothing," said Otis Sunshine proudly. "If I was any
whiter, I'd be invisible."
"For sure," said Nicodine.
'You ain't afraid to touch me, are you? Go on. Take a halt of
my skin."
Nicodine lowered her eyes and touched the bare extended arm
with one shy finger.
"Poke on it," he said, laughing. "I ain't no snake. It won't fall off."
Nicodine poked the arm and grinned.
'lt's normal skin except the color," Otis Sunshine said matter-offactly.
"Go on and ast her," 511. Bub d e d impatiently. "Ast her wh:
we come for."
Y o u must be kindly parched," said Nicodine, remembering th;
a travel-weary gentleman alwavs took refreshment. "Would you like
some tea and a biscuit?
?Yell now, That's right fin
uld you like a taste
of tea?"
"Go on and ast her!" Mr. Bub said. "Vi hat's them bandages wrapped
I?''
around your foots for Missy-gi~
"hlr. Bub don't see too good," Otis Sunshine told Nicodine. "They're
flour sacks, ain't they?"
"Shoes," she said, lowering her eyes at the flour sack. that looked
silly to her now.
"Forget it. They're only shoes," he called to Mr. Bub. "Pretty shoes,"
he added. "Practical for walking. Come up high so the mud don't get
on your ankles. And, by the by, that's a fancy hat, too."
"Thank you, sir," said Nicodine. ? made it up all by myself."
T d say it was a fancy church-going hat what with that pretty ribbon hanging down your back."
"Ribbon come out of the Bible," she said.
"I knew it," Otis Sunshine said. ''I
told Mr. Bub we'd come to the
house of a lady. Anybody else at home 'sides you, Darling-pie?"
Nicodine sbook her head. "Only Mama Dear who's fast asleep and
feeling poorly."
"What's she look like, your mama?
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Nicodine wrinkled her brow and thought for a long moment. "Old,"
she said.
"She got any great big uely birthmarks?
"No sir."
"Got any hair growin~on her f 3 y C n
Nicodine giggled. "\Iama Der. 2.': T:en Y: a 2 ~ ; t::.~,:~~r
on
her headl"
'You hear that? 111. Bub caged e.ici*rSZ.:. ?.-;:r:
?:i
- L.2-,. i13ck
arms. "I told you we just got to get out an2 i..??! '..,
'.?I
"You mean, Darling-pie, that your mama's a ??.''-' .=:
"Oh, she don't let nobody see her aithout her r.:z r'Well then," said Otis Sunshine, scratchinq k is~2-!. 7
1r-?I-?
menfolk with extry arms or fingers or eyes different co!orr5"No sir. Menfolks is all dead."
"Do you got any odd-looking critters around this place? His X-OIZ
had grown loud and husky. He put his hat back on and stood with onr
hip out of joint, looking suddenly full of business and in a hurry. "Go!
any two-headed chickens?"
"No sir," said Nicodine, feeling dizzy with so many questions.
"I got a dollar bill has your name on it," Otis Sunshine said. He
rummaged in his pocket and pulled out a dollar. "And there's other dollars where I got this one."
'Where's that?" she said, her eyes large.
"At the getting place, that's where." He laughed. "You ever been
to a freak show?
She shook her head.
"She seeing one for free right now7 in her 01am front ylard," whcloped
Mr. Bub.
'Well I got a dollar says you're hiding two belly buttons under
that dress or maybe them feet is all wrapped up because you were born
without your rightful number of toes. Huh?"
"No sir,'' said Nicodine. "I got all my toes for slue."
"Don't be shy now. You got a little deformity you can show Mr.
Bub and me why it would just about make us kinfolks."
She shook her head, truly sorrowful.
Otis Sunshine sighed. "Sorry to take up your valuable time, then,
ma'am. Folks normal as apple pie stay poor." And he put the dollar back
in his pocket. Her head spun like a spool as he turned to go.
'You ain't even had refreshments yet!" she cried.
"Good-day, Darling-pie. Bye-bye."
"But you ain't even-you ain't even-" she closed her eyes feeling
the words in her mouth so hot that they would melt her tongue if she
did not get rid of them. She grabbed hold of the porch railing for fear
she would faint. 'Why you ain't even kissed me yet," she said. And she
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wished she could will her lips to .turn inside-out 'and stick that way forever if that was what Otis Sunshine was looking for.
It seemed to her that she kept her eyes closed a very long time,
afraid to look after the hold red words had been spoken. When, at last,
she peeked, she saw him whispering with Mister Bub. The fat white
horse pawed the gronnd and whinnied like a horn.
Y o u come along here," said Otis Sunshine, wigpling a finger long
and white as Mr. Bub's cigar ash.
The yard had thawed to a soft red mush, and Sicodine felt the
dampness seeping through her new sack shoes as she crossed to the
wagon.
"Mr. Bub here says we need us some doncinr ladies," Otis Sunshine
said. "Do you h o w how to dance?
"Oh!" she gasped, her face c,.idd-n!:. !ri?!~teninp. 'You just got to
stay so I can show you my lithe p'z."
Years later when Sico?:ne cxt nn !Fie ? ~ r hOF her own snug house,
tellins the stories of her yo7:t'l on< h?u- :!IF had come to many the
Reverend \lister rii-.:'-:>, ~'5r.neviir !3r~ot to mention her rescue from
Otis Sunchine n.5) 5.1:: cx-:e:? i e r and her little dancing pig away to
join the Cirr~.lct?l? l?.n~a11. c?T;nz. For it was Reverend Bimbo who
o said he would not have known
met them on !!I? rnxi to :ovn, ~ h later
her saw i l r 5 e ri7?bon fluttering at her back. Who for punishment
made her l e a ~ rthe little pig behind in Otis Sunshine's wagon, because
anyway Otis Sun5hine said he'd paid a dollar for the pig, and sure
enourh he had. I l l e n they got home Reverend Bimbo built a big fire
in her yard and burned the books and sent her inside to wash her hands
and arms for touching man-flesh which is something a lady wouldn't
do unless it was her husband or kinfolk. And then, because she looked
so sad, still dreaming of the circus and the big, bright world of Otis
Sunshine whose name would have rhymed with her own, Reverend
Bimbo took her inside and they finished the story of Mary Magdalene
together, whispering so as not to wake Mama Dear. It was a warm
night, a dancing night, and she missed her little pig. A fly, warmed from
its crack in the ceiling by the crazy weather, buzzed drowsily about
the room. She never forgot how Reverend Bimbo snatched it from the
air with a motion quick as light, and from his trouser pocket he took
a toy he had made: half a pecan shell fitted with toothpick legs. Gently
he plucked off the wings of the By and set the fly under the pecan shell,
magically the shell came alive, swirling across the tabletop, and Nicodine
had to laugh. Everything good in the world was in her laugh. And the
Reverend Bimbo turned to her then and kissed her on the forehead.
It was her very Erst kiss.
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FOUR POEMS BY ROSANhT COGGESHALL
FOR ROSS
Ross is afraid of tornadoes.
I am too.
Once, driving to the island,
the radio warned
of tornadoes in the county;
I ditched the car
and ran two miles in rain
to a n old house where older people
gave me tea and stale dry biscuits,
never asking why I'd come.
And I didn't tell;
tornadoes suddenly became
msprnng and easy
in my mind.
I &oundthe couple
knew my father's aunt,
had cousins buried
in my family's ground,
knew everything there is to know
about old pottery
and chess.
Hours later
I walked dark fields
to h d my car.
Stars were stuck
in every shadow overhead;
dead possums glared
with stany eyes.
I thought of Ross,
I tried to tell him
in my head
that fear
can b e .displaced;
I traced the old man's face
in my mind's bend
and drove the hundred miles
To Paxvleys in clear silence,
looking up at clouds
and little lights
that told of something other,
close,
beyond.
1531
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BERRYMAN
By Bunsen burner he wracked word on word
until the Songs stretched longer than a year
W/ thrice as many midnights hardly any noons.
Croon he could to his heavy daughter:
her heft lifted him.
But t r d c k e d too plentifully w/ ghosts:
witchman
switchman
sluggeman
poor:
poorer maybe than we knew
W/ his shook soul his mansioned heart.
Called curtain at last
assuming inheritance
his latest prance:
grieved himself into deep -mmal-e
to save the hacked-up face
from more regular ruin.

I slit Black Creek
w/ my own aimed 1
my own primed hul

It seals itself above me
simply as I pull
into its current
& head across
toward the flat smooth stone
below the bend.
Under its sleek skin

I mend steep absences
tend creek motion w/ my own
until we recognize each other
one more year for good.
My body loosens
offers its paired pieces
to the stream exchange
for the carved prize
the mansioned prize
the prize of reatonement
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W/ the land's one vein
that held & blooded me
that charged my newest hmges
W/ the word:

wings restore themselves
when the air returns
to flood.

If you count all the verbs in Michigan
& pin small slips of parchment to their shins
gathering them like ducks behind you
as you sweep wheat from stoops of weddings
& clock sundown with your teeth
you too will bleach steadily
to a fine cool plague
You too will match
the underside of last Sunday's toast
propped against a fishbowl in the sunroom
where your father stacks tins or artichokes
& whistles refrains from trains to Winnipeg
& your mother scalps onions weaves rain
to veils for you & your bride-has-been
who bore you through a creaseless sleep
through trenches where Indians fasted
their unstitched blindfolds tied
loosely to the tongues of oaks
thinner than rat's breath
slicker than fish blood
a fine steep green
the co1o1

of the conjugated verb
you daily reenact
as you press fist to fist
& dive hacln~ards
to relinquish balance
only for the echo
of a peddled prayer
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REVIEWS
Steven Gould Axelrod, Robert Lowell: Life and Art. Princeton: Princeton U. Press,
286 pp. $13.50.
Donald Hall, Remembering Poets: Reminiscences and Opinions. New York: Harper
& Row, 252 pp. $10.00.
Louis Simpson, A Rntolutim in Taste: Studies of Dulan Thornos, A h Ginsbevg,
Sylvia Plath, and Robert Lowell. New York: Macmillan, 198 pp. $10.95.
What does contemporary poetry have to do with the general cdture? Many
people feel contemporary poems often read like exercises in hlper-sensitized, rather
oddly coded escapism. The poets, for their part often insist thcir attempts to confront
the interior life, filled as it is with emptiness and anomie, are in fact heroic counterstatements pitched against the deadened surfams of Arnerita's commercialized, urbanized, post-indushial society. When the general c u l k e does take some interest in
the matter, it almost invariably wants to Lmow, not ahout poem. let alone individual
poems, but about poets. As analogues to the life of the proto-h~icalcelebrity, facing
a crisis in his or her life, facing down def3:at. re-!,oilr!ins a career, or "breakingthmugh" to some yet unknown area of e~viir-nceI or ?-sure),
the careers of poets
are perhaps their most marketable assrk. Eve?- pxt poetmoxx~s the dangers, especially
rife in this country of commodity connunptoc. n i what H e n r y James called the
"awful devouring publicih. of life." . 4 ~ !?is
i
a-72 hefore "publicity" had been
reified into yet another portion cf the "c??i-:intion-orient&
societyl) But how
hard such dangers are to reci-?, 3rZ. ah?: a!!. rri:?! rood is a p e t who won't face
our most d e l ~ t a h l rGanefs for r;s. r:cki:g a! to dramatize and h a l l y e m b d y our
deepest patterns and lonenm for c?crhctinr? .Andy \\:arhol's mordant prediction
that one day e r ~ - o n 7\-9o:..l
e
be famous for fifteen minutes has m e a step closer
to realization with Pen!r an6 I-s masazine%products perfectly "market-researched'.
for today's mmnmer. I i w ? s are to be relevant, is there a better way to be so than
to ti~roxvin with Er:m Jong and the other ephemeral "celebs" who seem to structure
their Lives to fit into a three-page layout?
But this sort of sociological musing ultimately doesn't help. Somehow the question pels2h: does poetry have anything to do with the a r m of our life that extend
beyond the private sphere of intense but subjective personal emotion? When we read
bio.pphies of writers we implicitly assume some vestigial hagiographical notions:
the life here is exemplaty: it's large enough to touch others; the issues it raises bear
on all of us; we can learn from it, if not how to live, at least how living one way
is sharply distinct from living another. And we might even learn more about poetry
in the process. The persistence of interest in literary biography testifies to the strength
of the notion of artist-as-celebrity, but it also continues to challenge our assumptions
a b u t the intersection of artistic talent and cultural values, how the single artist
"stands out" from and yet illumines his or her social and historical nexus.
The title of Mr. AxelroCs book on Robert Lowell perhaps promises more
biography than it means to. In fact, the book contains little more biographical
information than might be gathered from, say, Lowell's obituary in the New York
Ttmes. Axelrod had access to some of Lowell's correspondmce, hut he used it mainly
to discuss literary questions, such as Lowers development, his shift of aesthetic
allegiance from Allen Tate to W. C. Williams, and the p d s sense of a recuring
nrtistic "drought." Furthermore, as literary criticism Axelrod's book falls short of
what is already available on Lowell, who has been the subject of several book-length
studies. IIugh Staples is better on the early Lowell; Alan Williamson is much more
informative about the poet's political vision; Stephen Yenser is more sophisticated on
questions of poetics, and so forth. Axelrod's hook is the fist to discuss Lowell's
entire lifo, as the poet died shortly before the book appeared, and to try to relate the
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life to the poem (the plays are not treated, and the translations are virtually ignored).
So what, if any, insights can Axelrod provide about Lowell as a pmtomicnl contemporary poet? C a he show Lowell's career in sufficient force or with clear enough
outline to increase our awareness not only of the individual poet, hut the literary
and general culture which helped produce him? I'm afraid not
Occasionally Axelrod provokes new considerations of well-known poems. He
says the "Quaker Graveyard is "a Christian poem without being a Godly one."
The reverse may be the case, but I think I understand "Christian" in a different sense
than Axelrod does. In "Waking Early Sunday Morning'' Axelrod hears Pauline
echoes as the poem ironically revises II Corinthians. I remain thoroughly unconvinced,
and though Lowell is a highly allusive poet, this poem could be read just as profitably
without laoldng to the Bible as a negative matrix for its Enal vision. Axelrod dwells
on the lack of resoh~tionin this poem, though I find its h a 1 stanza a perfect example
of Lowell's rhetoric and sensibility, one of the more stunning closures in rocent
American poetry. Axelrod finds the last stanza of "Near the Ocean" one of "the
supreme moments in American p-,"
whereas I find it clotted, stagey, and syntactically uncertain, Such disagreements over taste and judgment are inevitable, but
in Axolrod's case he doesn't spend enough time on enough individual poems to
establish his authority as a close reader. (The end of the book feels rushed, and
Lowell's final volume is treated in a cursory manner.) And since he does little to
cons&uct with any sense of detail Lowell's private life (for example, we're told
almost nothing about Lowell's first marriage and what role, if any, his religious commitment or apostasy played in it), the book's value is very limited. Now Axelrod
may have been unable or unwilling to find out much about Lowell's relationship with
Jean Stafford. Fair enough, but why then go on with a seemingly exploratory account
that argues the poet "realizes himself most fully in the a d of writing, and the writing
therefore is a living record of his own self realization"? Isn't this just critical d a p
trap, which could he true or not b e regardless of what we knew about the wit.-is
life? For Axelrod, Lowell's inner heU is more important than the social reality that
shaped or was colored by the psychological tensions, and so he remains esrentia!ly
a formalist reader. Again, this is fair enough, but casting a series of unremarh!,k
readings of "key" paems onto a thread of barely dynamized biographical mornentr
doesn't make for compelling arguments. This book might hart- heen ssrr?r!!li-nd
if all its biographical struchue had been eliminated and more timc- syn: cn r.s?ng
more poems. An artist's life can't be made to illumine his m-ork uc:-:i. r o tp i w k ,
we h o w more about his life than we need to know. Then a b/iiq?ri?r can 60 vhat
'
all good literary miticism tries to do: render some h o x x g ~t m t ' b ' ' r r ~ ? ? v e 'work
by off'ering a version of the workS imprt, and in thic i r i t ~ z r r .rh- :-!.w-t of the
work seen against md in the import of the life. I n . k e ! r r ~ i ' ; 1.m::. c?i:ber Lotvell's
life, nor the intersection of the life and the work. i c m:ir :n r?.:t.=r~ r o l i ~ h .
Louis Simpson. in the inbduction to his !mk wi~--ncinte~!!gs on biographical
str~diesthan a general literan. histov of r m c f .k7e-r2? p w . The historical
scheme he sets out is skeletal, but pro\-m~!i..-?.mr: o x remeb that he didn't do
more to explore it. Briefly, .Lmmirna ~ 1 7 .?-it:: :L* llhi, under the idiuence of
Auden, tumed to traditional mor!el.; oi ywr!?- m.ini!ed on "'irony and multiple
ambiguous meanings." But \<it& D?l.ul Thn-nzc and also with Charles Olson, there
:
Thomas reminded
came a rehun to the eneret-s of r n o d ~ ~ i cexperimentation;
readers that passion was missing from poetry, a.l,ile Olson set his attack against the
assumptions of Western European 'humanism." Sirnpson, however, feels no sympathy
for Olson, and cannot "enter into the processes of his work." This seems odd, as one
comes later to feel Simpson isn't really sympathetic to Lowell's processes, either.
But Simpson says he wants "to immerse [himself] in the writings of the poeb, seize
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upon what seem[s] vital, and convey [his] impressions to the reader." This puts him
in the line of, say, Ezra Pound, as an intuitive critic. But, he adds, "attention shifts
[for the poet1 from the work to the life, and the lives of most poets won't bear
inspection." Therefore, the poet "works up his feelings, his occupation now is
seeming to be sincere, and the fabric rollapses." In lamenting this confessional
element in contemporary poetry, Simpson seems unaware that his own critical
approach relies on a concern with the poet a s celebrity. In each of his four chapters,
we are given the standard lifeand-works approach: "Getting to know Tate and
Ransom worked a great change in Lowell" (note, not in Lowell's poetry, but
simply
.. "in Lowell"): "Her [Plath's] idea of fiction aueed with that of the editors
[of the 'slick' magazines]: it was a "problem" that was solved at the end in a
pleasant entertaining
poetry must take his
- manner"; "Any discussion of Ginsherds
use of drugs into account," and so forth. Simpson at his btst produces a lively sense
of the poet's career: the narrative breezes alone, as individual poems are lingerod
over just long enough to avoid the discussions derenerating into "literary appreciation," and the background of literary history or iA,:o:o@cal shuggle is explored more
than superficially but less than profoundly. The ' m k has little more weight on the
intellectual scale than an average review, and rccnz:-!er \rp closely Simpson's earlier
effort, Three on n Tower, ahout Pound, fllr.!. r z i ! TVilliams.
Donald Hall's book resc-mhles Sirqvor'r in rrv:ral n.ays. A number of individual
poets are portrayed, not to ram heme 2 .i!~-is. h111 with some larger pattern implicit
among the singular lineammtr. T i l t Ila!:': i,mk h x the advantage of knowing what
its limits arc, n-hat its gene?c pwi:5ii:ls o P ~ r .Hz begins by invoking Hazlitt's
essay on the Romantic m:i an2 ti? 15-linlc tradition of personal reminiscence and
literar). gossip. n u s . Ha!! must succeed or fail on the strength of his own voice
rather than tlle d ~ n t hof his insirhts or even the worth of his opinions. Judged in
such terms, his hook is Be most rewarding of the three here reviewed. At the same
time. Hall'r hmk
o5en useful musines and swculations about meby.
. . the individual
poets (Thomas, Frost, Eliot; and Pound) and the relation between literature and
the general culme. By placing himself, albeit unobtrmively and often self-deprecatingly, in his portraits of such "masters," Hall earns the right to he listened to
when he Inter, in a brief hut stimulating final chapter, offers his own poetics. His
book doesn't sufficiently apply his poetics to each of the poets, I think, but to do so
would be to change genres abruptly. One senses with Simpson that he wanted to
-.rite a more aggressive literary history than he has, and with Hsll one senses that
a muffled theoretician hides behind the book's anecdotal structure.
A good way to compare Simpson and Hall (once m-editors, with Robert Pack,
of an important anthology) is to see how they treat their one common subject: Dylan
Thomas. Simpson's account is more colorful, though as he admits he draws many of
his details from Paul Fenis' re-t
biography of Thoma$. Hall's account centers
on Thomas in Wales and London, and by saying little about the poet's upbringing
or his later American tours, he produces the least interesting chapter in his hook
biographically speaking. But in terms of literary criticism, and the larger issues of
aesthetic and nlltural speculation, Hall commands more interest than Simpson.
Simpson's sense of Thomas is underdeveloped theoretically, and shows his general
limitations as a critic. Thomas, according to Simpson, was undeniably oral in his
fixations and obviously Oedipal in his character. But "when we expect too much of
psychoanalysis
it is plainly inadequate." So Simpson, having introduced orality
and Oedipal codict, almost as quickly drops them. He deals with them only long
enough to show be doesn't really intend to test them or use them at any depth.
Simpson says one would exped Thomas "to grow up hating his father, but Dylan
respected hisv'-hut of course even the most initiatory use of the Oedipal complex
~

~~~~.
~

~

~

...
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would stress that its "real" diBculties always occur when the envy and antipathy
towards the father are mingled with respect and awe. And later, when Simpson
relates a key period of poetic growth to Thomas' discovery that his father had a
cancer on his tongue, no mention of orality or Oedipal contlict is made. If Simpson's
psychoanalytic explorations are to he no more deep or consistent than they are, one
wonders why he bothered to interject them at all. This casual mention of things in
psychoanalytic terms says a lot about the intersection of literary culture and the
larger culture in America today, hnt it says it in a murky, un-self-reflective way.
Even at the level of "pure" literary aiticism Simpson raises a host of questions
that he leaves unanswered, and even unsatisfactorily framed. On the tired question
of Thomas' emphasis on sound over sense, Simpson quotes the poet's anti-intellechal
formulation: "images me what they say, not what they stand for." Simpson seems
to approve of this dictum, and implies it answers most of the over-interpretation of
critics (such as Elder Olson's super-mediaeval six levels of meaning in "Mtanvise
by owl-light"). "It is only wrong to interpret too much," argues Simpson, in what
sounds like an operating rule for the general culture as well as for poetry. The way
to read Thomas is to visualize what his lines say. But then Simpson quotes such
lines as these: "When no seed stirs/ The fruit of man unwrinkles in the stars,/
Bright as a fig." Surely these lines aren't visualizable without bathos or a fund of
interpretative assumptions (which fruit of man? the apple? the mango?). Very few
would disagree with Simpson's straw-man formulations ("We must not let the
possible meanings of the poem overwhelm the experience of listening and seeing"),
but the critic has to be aware that phrases such as "fruit of man" have very little
real or useful visual content. And once the visual content of a poem isn't photographically accurate or readily assimilated into some emotional complex, all we have
left is "interpretation." This is part of why poetry is
+om the gener2.1
led "eqxrience"
culture, which often restricts itself to the most read&
that doesn't require interpretation.
or ere" u h ? e
Donald Hall spends little time interpreting Thorn*.
poems. He is more concerned to present Thomas as a figure of the p c p t i- !':e
world, the man twistedly demonized, whose alcoholism finally destroy?? 2 !A!.?:
that had been arrested since his twentieth year. Hall indirectly show^ thc !ir.i!r!i?-r
of Thomas' poetry more effectively than Shnpson demonskates its c!r.-r':.:.
Fcr
Hall, Thomas finally didn't write poems, he wrote poetn~. .inc! Z-zi-:..:
Thomas was bath a success and a failure: "Dylan wanted poem. - 7 ; >- I-!:I. ! k t
he asked for nothing more; and he never found the en1ard.r. e-i:?--:-z iri:-'cm
1- : :. cwment,
that is poetry's real wickedness and real salvation." I a p - - ..A:.?.
though I cannot presume how to say Thomas could haw or r ' .:'1 >z,r: Fo:ten
the necessary wisdom, nor, for that manner, can Ha!! szr i n v . ?.:: I:?.!: i n s some
notions; for him poetry must "add metaphors of !hc ix' '-' ' - 7 ch
IC aorr!; of the
>.:-:. cr.'::i~.:rcess." Simply
rational adult, making a third thing, which e-:;-rer
put, it's an acceptable formula for ?"!escri::ilz
:
;
c
l
:
!- - z x i ? ~ ?,ri\ver; of poetry,
.
as acceptable as any other. But is i r a n-c-i?;.'~ !--.::.I
r ..r tntring poeby, for
I .!:iz:: r i ~ ~ c -i.'r
r
discovering the not-yet-written third
Pawed as any other
formula as a guide for m n h g w m c . >n:vercr it -.iz':t
to identify the already
51:it IT-:: for iziling to do what even
made utterance as poetic. Rut WP siiol:!.i:'t
Aristotle or Coleridge couldn't do. name:?, turn a li.scriptire poetic into a prescriptive formula, an "open sesame" to new and better poems.
For Simpsou, @Ian Thomas \\.as a victim of a shallow society; the account of
the poet's last days is the best passage in all of Simpson's book, as we see Thomas
devoured by the world of poetasters and hangers-on and ravenous matrons of the
art. It's a well-known explanation for Thomas' demise, hut Simpson puts feeling
:.~t.'~i.

I!.

.
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and drive into the imagined details of an exemplary dinner-party-bebthe-reading.
Hall, for his part, concludes his account of Thomas by suggesting that the poet was
unable to master his demons, that he was obsessed by a fatehd, Puritanical sense of
his own unworthiness, and his alcoholism was the only way to bring the oblivion
near and hold it off at the same time. H a s version of Thomas' death-wish is no
more a new discovery than is Simpson's version of the harpies, but it is equally
convincing. Simpson's estimate of Thomas is much higher than Hall's. One wonders
what would happen to a critical estimate that was based on Simpson's fuller biographical picture combined with Halh more probing psychological musings.
There is another way to juxtapose Simpson's and Hall's bwks. For Simpson,
Lowell was a "representative man" in Life Studtes, whereas in Histoy the life
presented "wss only Robert Lowell's." Simpson argues this distinction because he
thinks Lifs Studie,? much the better bonk, and whatever we feel about the books'
respective merits, Simpson's view is consistent. Hall's portrait of Ezra Pound is
inconsistent; he makes clear his dislike of Poundi politics, yet ends by writing a
(nearly sentimental) pasonal account of the aging poet's tragic suffering. He cites
Pound's anti-semitic broadcast, and quotes a lyrical passage from a late Canto; then
he asks, "how do I fit these pieces together? I do not fit these pieces together; they
are together, in the mystery of a man's character and life." But, we ask, can you say
something about the "mystery" that brought them, together, out of the same person?
Hall doesn't answer this question, he only dramatizes its inherent di5culty. By
showing us two "different" inteniew+the one he had over a three-day period with
Pound, full of moments of sagging physical and psychic strengths and sudden bursts
of ego and charity, and the one he constructed for the Paris Ra.ia~ out of fragments
of that three-day marathon-Hall produces the best literary biography in his book.
Here we see that liter= biography succeeds i n some .Ten= as a lyric poem succeeds:
it fin& the right moment of tension, the right figurations of language, to reveal not
only itself but the complex of cognitive yearnings it is trying to mediate. To rephrase Fmt, Ilau's parkait of Pound begins in discomfort and ends in wisdom.
What we see here is how hard it is to see Pound, either steadily or whole. One is
sabjfied with this chapter not because of what it tells us about Po~md,but because
of the difficulties it dramatizes in trying to see how a man's life is both his own and
representative. We see Pound's strength and his folly, even his evil, and we see how
that complex of character is simultaneously the result and the denial, as well as the
cost and the retribution, of the life it mysteriously epitomizes. Pound is thus seen as
the representative poet of modernism, with all its heroic failures and its foolish
wisdoms.
Liter.uy biographies, even literw reminiscences, remain, at their best, a subgenre of literature itself. Their seIf-reflective characteristics make them comparable to
other such self-reflectiveutterances in the general culture. Thus they might resemble
funeral orations, or poIitical speeches at opening or commemorative ceremonies, and
are subject to the same laxness of standards as these modes of discourse. But gwd
hiography presents us with the template of a life lived as if it mattered, not only to
the subject, but to all the witnesses. It must itself hear witness, not only to the man,
but his lengthened shadow. Looking back always implies looldng ahead, and deciding
not to mention someone's failures, or rather to analyze them at length, always involves
ethical vision. Because it "waits upon" literature, in the sense it always rests on a
more considered view, literary biography is more value-oriented, more directly engaged in judgemental assessments than is the thing it feeds on. Whatever its rewards
as entertainment, a biography of an artist can be read as an exploration of cultural
values not otherwise apparent. As such, literary biography gives us a chance to see
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what values are operating, not only in our literature, but in our assessments of what
it is to be fully human.
CFIAMomswonrn
Queens College, CUNY
Gerald Graff, Literotrrre Agoinrt Itself: Literary Ideas in Modern SOC~&J.Chicago
and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1979, 260 pp. $15.
How long can the needle of the human gramphone stay in the rut of
Angst without wearing out and ending in the repetition of a ghoulish
gibbering?
-JAMES
T~unem

I. In this stimulating and important book. Gerald Graff examines the fi~nctionof
'literary thinking" (P. 1) at the present ~ e His. judgment is stated sharply:
Almost as if a formal partition-treaty had been negotiated, the creative
faction (or the creative side of the individual) has renounced its claim to
be a seeker of rational understanding and identified itself with an outlook
that makes rational undemtanding sorlnd contcmptible. There is no deterministic theory of degeneration at work in my diagnosis. Our literary thinking has gone wmng because we have, by our o w n free will and conscious
reasoning, sold ourselves a certain conceptual bill of goods. (pp. 28-29)

l

Teaching and scholarship are in disarray, and, Graff charges, we bear the responsibility
for it. We tolerate the decline of critical standards in the academic journals and in
the classroom: we allnw our beliefs and principles to change according to the fashionable tastes of the moment; and we prduce scholarly work in abundant meamre,
and debate the most rarSed questions of literary theory and methodology, urithout
asking ourselves what is the point and pulpose of all our industry. Perhaps the most
disturbing fact about our work as teachers and scholars is, as Graff rightly emp!~asizpi,
our willingness to divorce literature from culture and society. Even as rve am, ourselves with extravagant, highly charged rhetorics (often supplemented by the late*
theoretical offerings from France), we insist that literature has nothing of rxluc to rzy
about the real world: the more sophisticated our terminology, the more irre!pnn: i:
seems; and its irrelevance is not seen as a limitation, but a necessity. In a rerrr: ik!r?y.
Eugene Goodheart has observed that 'humanist criticism, wixich h?.c 2s i:; n5,ect
the quality of life as well as works of art, no longer has authoiity" , T::r ici'lire of
Criticism, p. 8). After reading Graff's book, and reflectins vppn !hp ?--'zrr< :?nets
of many in the profession, one is tempted to claim that nn rri!i.-..n c r T ' e c a S m
and clear authority. Few critics and teacher-r
at !cz<t f--.. o n t i r ranmard of
today's critical movements-believe that 'litermy thLnEcc is h n 2 . i l a crucial and
resourceful way, to our thinking about culture and rv:rY.'
GI& describes Liternttrre Agm'nsi Ifrci' or a:, ",rrurnen!aEre" book, and it
suffers from the common faiIinzr nf ot!:;
I,wSc in C:ii mr:2-the
repetition of
points made several time.5 before. the reisctre ouotaticn oi tile opposing side to
make the argument even seonq~r.f i n ~ i n nenerz? in :he final chapters, much more
1 Graff's other articles on t h s e issues include: "Yvor Winters of Stanford,"
American Scl~olar,44 ( 19i5 1, 291-L1S;"Do I: l-o.mel:." ( a review of Frank Kermode's
The Classic: Literary Imones of Permanence rmd Chnnse), American Scholar, 45
(1976), 306-10; T e a r and Trembling at Yale" (on Bloom, Hartman, Miller, and
D e Man), American Sclwlar, 40 (197i), 467.78; a review of Kermode's The Genesis
of Secrecy: On the Interpretation of A'am~tioe, The New Republic, June 9, 1979,
pp. 27-32; and "New Criticism Once More," Critical Inquiry, 5 (1979), 569-75.
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diagnosis of the problems than advice about how best to cure them. But Litmature
Against Itself, I think, tackling the right issues, and unlike many books on critical
theory, it is not imprisoned in its awn vocabulary, and is not unmindful of the social
and institutional contexts for the work we do (or fail to do). Greff's analysis is wideranging and detailed, covering, for example, modemism and post-modemism, New
Criticism, the profession (which GraIT explores by reviewing Richard Ohmann's
Englirh in Americe: A Radical View of the Profe.wirm), structura!ism, and deconstruction. He is particularly good at tracing the continuities brhveen the New
Criticism and recent "deconstmctive" criticism. TVe often assumc, Graff notes, that
deconstruction, as ~racticedby Jacques Derrida, Paul De Man, and others, marks a
full-fledged assault on the legacy of the New Critics. But while there arc obuions
differences between the two critical mnvements-John Crowe Rancom and his allies
would surely scorn the verbal pyrotechnics and obscurity of the decoustructive style
-they both devalue, even renounce, the ties hehvccn literature and the world. The
New Critics maintained that the text eldsts as a dlscrete o'iject, and stressed that we
should probe its subtleties and patterns without attending to the author's intention or
historical period. The literary text, in other amrds, is not to be sullied by the brute
realities of the world. With the coming of rtnlcilra'icm and deconrtruction, this
position is not reversed or overthrowm, but retier taken to its logical conclusion.
Derrida, Roland Barthes, and others Err! aye.:*. ! ke :!?e Sew Critics, that the text
does not refer to reality, and then prcc!.lirri a ":i'.~~.r;n< corollary to this point:
reality is not so much reparat? or d-Fcrcrt f r s x litrrature, hut "textual" itself.
Textuality is disseminated e r e p v i , ~ r e . hi Edu.arc! S.~idonce observed, there is nothing
but discourre--"~va!! to wa!!.'' .\cw-r!i?v t~ thi- \ien-,when are affirm the power of
literature to refer :o t h ~~ ~ xnrlr!.
9 1 ,vc 2re nait-e!y failing to perceive that our statements of "the real" arc = ! a - ~ ra !om> of testual internretation. Realitv. is., at bottom.
just another Ectio?: it is never wmething other than a text-ner rer somethi,~g towards
\v!~ich a litera? t e e re\-ea!%qly yeshres.
Litenr?. c ~ t i r cthus subvert the possibility of their own enterprise. Objective
thinkine is said :o he impossible; textual and f "---"Ii ~ a,.,-,, ~ ,--~ ~ . u~c v - x~ Luw
transcended; "reaiih-" and ''reference" are simply other names for the illusions generated by mlr interpretive desires. As Graff demonstrates, many advanced theorists are
odd!? pleated nith themselves for deciding that analysis is always futile, and that
the real and true are merely whatever our perceptual strategies and conventions
m&e them. "At the very moment," he writes, "when external forces have conspired to deflate the importance and truth of literature, literary theory delivers the
final blow itself' (p. 26). As critics and intellectuals, we often define ourselves in
opposition to the established culture. Yet, Graff remarks, we now act in league with
the society we claim to be opposing. We agree that the study of literature is not a
valuable use of one's time, for it does not provide us with any special explanatory
power to make statements about the world in which we live.
11. I share m.my of Graff's concerns, and commend him for prosecuting a n important case. Literature Againrt Itself is part of a major critical tradition that includes the writings of Lionel Trilling, F. R. Leavis, and Raymond Williams, who
share (whatever their differences in temperament and method) a deep respect for
the value of "literary thinhg." But despite my admiration for Graff's book, I think
be encounters difficulties at the center of his argument for the "referential" capacity
of literature. And Graff, like other foes of recent, unsettling trends in the profession,
is thus cauaht in a bind between admirable goal. and dubious arguments for
attaining them.
Grall argues that we must embrace a referential theory of literature i
relate literary studies t o the real world There is, he contends, a 'reality" inu.,-.

-".? ---
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of our interpretive categories, and literary modes of thinking can help us to unde~t.ln-!
and strive to change it. By splitting off literature from the world, and by rei,:iirc
to move beyond texts and fictions, we rule out the possibility for chanee; an?
have no basis i n fact for challenging our very real evils: "injustice, poverty, tnv:zlit;-.
vulgarity, and social loneliness" ( p . 101). "The notion," Graff states, "that ":eexists an objective reality 'out there,' independent of our perceptions of it, far fmbeing an ideological rationalization for the existing order, is a pre~equisitefor c h a ~ z ing the existing order, which has to be understood before it can be altered" ( p . 2: .
But kter in his book, Graff seems to shift his arguments about literature and
reality. We must have standards and principles, he insists, or else face chaos 2nd
"'radical cultural relativism." "Is there no standard of good reasons,* he asks, "t!at
can be invoked to show that democratic freedom constitutes a wiser choice than
genocidal extinction" (p. 3 8 ) ? But it is one thing to emphasize the presence of an
"objective reality," and another to appeal to "good reasons," or persuasive formulations (p. 89), or "extremely convincing" readings (p. 159). IIere, Graff is describiog
verbal constructs, techniques of persuasion, language used as an insirument of
power-in a wozd, rheto~ic.And it is pre8sdy the burden of the history of rhetoric
that its verbal means are not always tied to the "real" and may even (as Plato
warnod) substitute for it. When we deploy language as a means of persuasion (for
its rhetorical force), we are attempting to solicit support for aur way of seeing
things; and this is not necessarily the same as asserting en "objective reality" for
our statements.
Graff is, of course, aware of our post-Kantian heritage, which affirms that we
understand reality through our perceptual categories. Yet even as Graff agrees with
this philosophical principle and uses terms like good reasons, persuasion, and convincing strategies-all of which testifv to the wav we form and c o n s m ~ ~realiht
he talks about objective, "dicinterested" reports of the "facts." IIe says, for c::an>r?e.
that 'Calue-free objectivity is a necessary first stage of making value iudlrre-:the descriptive, disinterested determination of what it is that is to he judgpd.. ip. CQ'.
Tbis is an admirable ambition, but it cannot be accepted if one endo::=
C-.:.?s
other remarks about our interested perception and interpretive c?!er.i-'-:. 1 - -7.
point, Graff tries to have his argumentative cake and eat it ton: "T?:2: ;r-, i - - r r !
conceive of a f a d without some interpretive paradigm does not m e n !I:?! !5lr hc!
can have no independent status outside the particvlnr pnmrliom !,-: i I..-? !n i-c
testing at the m o m ' ' (p. 202, Graffs emphasis). Again this siznnl; a y-:;.-arthv
effort to maintain a reality separate from our interpretatiom. bo! l i e c>il-...:i quri!ion
,..
:',;hat
is: where and how do the "facts" exist when dirnncr Lmn ri:r
is their status? Graff proceeds, on the nest page, to c-7 -is->F ':. . F I,:-- I a!!"is
summarizing Karl Popper) to huttress his pcciiion. F..! 3- -I : ~ . : - e i : i . ~I<ngth:i
quotation from Rader by first describing it .:i "ar?:.-~rt nc,. :i~m;u an "assumption." The quoted paysage does not Crrm : , 7 s - :- .-lz<t/>:te an "argument";
and it is less an "assumption" than a ier.Lre i~ 3 cerlic state of affairs, where a
galaxy of independent facts illuminates t:e trcth or !z!:i?
of our interpretations.
r.?z::t:-. !!?en. in GT,&s view, "anyWithout a firm basis of facts. an r'-:c::s;c
thing goes" (see pp. 39, 5 0 ) . This is n common fear, shared by E. D. Hirsch,
Wayne Booth, and I f . 11. Abiemc. ?iut pe.:,.r?~ me ~hould ask ourselves if it is
truly the case that "an>tl>inrgoes." Thoiir!> G r ~ i ?msy not he satisfied by my answer,
I would suggest that there are al\vayr sox? limits and constraints on interpretation:
it is never the case that just "anything gws." W e practice our interpretive work within
an institution; and while its norms and codes may be elusive, confusing, and even
objectionable, they are nevertheless present and influential. Many things "go"

.
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(not all of them good) in interpretation, but not anything at all. Interpretation is
never totally random or a r h i t r . ~ , and as Graff's own analysis often suggests, we
should not underestimate the institutional pressures that direct and shape anr work.
As Michel Foucault, Stanley Fish, Frank Kermode (not three of GraFs favorites),
and Quentin Skinner have argued, no one can say just anything, because there are
contextual boundaries to what one might say in a particular situation. These constraints are not easy to specify, and they are not the same for all situations; and it
is possible to amend or oppose them-though we usually pay a price for doing
so. In a curiously apt phrase, George Meredith once referred to the 'unwitten hut
perceptible laws binding [us] in consideration one to another." Their shape is not
absolute or unchanging, hut they never disappear, and never leave us in a chaos
where "anything goes."2 GrafE's goals in Literature Against Itself are laudable,
and I respect his work more than most of the post-structuralist criticism. But at
several key points, his arguments are as over-stated or misguided as those he rejects.
To bring order to literary studies, Graff proposes that w e should encourage 'a
historical view." We must, he explains, return 'the student to his history" (p. 124),
showing him the critical perspective "from which to ass-ss t h ~richness and poverty
of the contemporary, to see what has been gained from thir hrpak with the past and
what has been lost-d
might bc regained" Enilis!~ teachers should work in
"collaboration" with teachers in other departnienh. and there!>y indicate to our
students the complex histolical nahxre of \,-hat may seem at k t to be purely
"literary" issues. "The fact that scholars do not a F e e on the nature of history,"
GrafE concludes,
does not defeat such a program, for its pumnsp \vould not be to indoctrinate
the student with a sincle t'iwn. but to brins him into the debate, to
introduce him to the issun, anrl to equip him with the means to form his
judgment of them and see his personal connection with them. The point
is not to deshmy plrmlim but to transform it into a pluralism defined by a
community of debate rather than a pluralhm of incommensnrahla positions.
(p. 115)

Like so much of GraE's writing in Literature Against Itself, this moving declaration
strikes a responsive chord. But cvcn as one welcomes his commihnent to historical
understanding and pluralistic debate, one wonders how he will make a place for "'judgment." If G r d s recommendation is to he taken with full seriousness, then he must
explain what it is directed towards-what better "reality." Without such a referent,
he comes close to the position that he rebukes in Sontag, Barthes, and the restcrippling the power of literature because it is denied the right of precise, truthful
judgments. How do we embrace a pluralistic program without falling into the defeatism that GraE warns us about in others? To put this another way: how do we
avoid "the patronizing of diverse viewpoints" that characterizes "'contemporary society," and that reflects "a contempt for ideas, which are seen as impotent, and
not of a disposition to take them seriously" (p. 21317 Graff is often perceptive in
noting when two apparently different positions share some common ground. But
he misses, I think, the most disturbing of these correspondences: because his proposal
2 I c m only trace f h o~u t l i n ~
of~this arg~xrnenthere. For 3 nlrlre dvtailnl zr<:nunt,
the iutere*led rrader should collsult two essays by Kermocle: "C-n \Ve Sss Absolutely
h y .t h i ~ -l r !\Vc. Like'?." in Art, Politks, mad \\'ill: t:ssa~jsCr H o n o r of Li.~nr,l rnlbn;.,
ed. Quentin Anderson, Stephen Donadio, and Steven Marcus (New York: Basic
Books, 1977), pp. 159-72, and "Institutional Control of Interpl.etation," Salmagundi,
43 ( 1979), 72-87.
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for "a historical view" lacks conmete definition and reference, it seems to return us
to the weak forms of "literary thinking" that he attacks.
! V n u < x i E. CAIA
Ti-elleslw College

Margaret Atwoad. Selected Pcrmr. Sew Tork: Simon and Schuster, 1978, 240 pp.
$9.95.
Richard Pevear. Night Tdk m d O l h n P n n s . Prinkon: Princeton University
Press, 1977. 64 pp. S7.50.
Bin Ramke. The DiffPrence Bctrrrm S i ~ h tan2 Dcy. Ysr. FIz\-en: Yale University
Press, 1978, 75 pp. $7.95.
Dan Mastersrm. On Earth .&It IT. L-rL?ri: Y z i r - r ~ : t ni
- 1:i'zrii Pricr, 1978. 81 pp.
$7.95.
"Escaping from allegorim .' in the mi* a - t a k e i ~ l r c t -!x-rz!r
~!
' barnacle
' Sfizra?inn:
C.P.R."
the mind," Margaret Ahr-ood's narrator in her e u l a -3.
recounts: "'we ran mest / / wanting / a place of abso!otc , n~f.:-~ri bep'minq."
The difficulty with such a founding project is that one encountprs :he "no: rfi!ite- ,i
forgotten histories," the "secondhand / stores" of prior explorers, the "hiempl~r4ics /
caved in the bark"--the "always already that Derrida says undermines our desire
for absolute origins. We become, as Ahvcud says, like fishermen "untangling their
old nets / of thought' for, whenever we journey to discover o1lr origins, we alxvays
carry with us our language which is itxlf a history-"and
language is the law."
Yet if the origin is never achieved, the desire for it h always sustained, and in fact
becomes, as recent criticism has suggested, the motivating force for much postRomantic poem. As Rousseau once wrote:
It is no light undertaking to separate what is original from what is art%cial
in the present nature of man, and to know correctly a state which no longer
exists, which perhaps never existed, which probably never will exist, and
about which it is nevertheless necessary to have precise notions in order to
judge our present state comectly.
For the contemporary poet, unlike his Romantic predecessors, the consciousness of
the fictionality of origins is a special burden, and the four poets examined here provide
us with important strategies for dealing with that burden.
Margaret A h v d s first volume, The Circle Gam, deploys a cluster of spatial
metaphors that establish a relation between outside and inside, surface and depth,
in an attempt to find a continuity between origin and present. A nnmber of these
early poems, such as "After the Flood, We" (which re-tells the OI.idian Creation
myth) and "bArnphibian," are frankly myths of emergence, rurfacings from the
originating antediluvian depths of the world. "This Is a Photogmph of Me" describes
a very old photo of a lake, and the narrator "in the center / of the pioture, just under
the surface" though it "is difficult to say where / precisely." Ilowever, if the exact
sits of the origin for the poet is uncertain, its basis is not; it rests upon a conjunction
of word and world, of single utterance and the cyclic process of nature that always
returns to its origin. This conjunction of word and world is itself represented by
"totems"-pebbles
"enclose what they intended / to mean in shapes / as random
and nffessary / as the shape of words," and objects themselves, like words, "keep /
the image of that inner shape" which is an essence, an absolute presence. The result
of this strategy is that by the end of this 6rst book outside and inside have collapsed
into one; the myth of origins is held in the poem's form, "not above or behind / or
within it, but one / with it: an / identity" of word and thing, report and event,
history and origin.
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This identity sustains the poet's vision thmugh most of her second volume, The
Animnls in That Country, but the sense of "an ordered absence" develops, an
aclmowledgement that there is a 'tension / between subject and ohiect,"that the
world resists the word: "Things / refused to name themselves; refused / to let him
name them" ('Progressive Insanities of a Pioneer"). This lmowledge leads eventually
to The Journals of Swan Moodie where the problem of the pioneer in a strange land
serves to dramatize the "tensiod2-unable to be held by a name, the world becomes
inexplicable, unpredictable: "my damaged / knowing of the language means / prediction is forever impossible" ("First Neighbors").
In the midst of this tension the very status of the self is brought into question.
The self beneath the surface that was an "identity" of the speaker in earlier poems,
now becomes "the other creature," more "real" than the one in language ('A Fortification"). The poems confront, from the Joumls on, not the presence of the self,
but its absence: "I began to forget myself / in the middle / of sentences" ("Thoughts
from Underground"). Now the representation of the self bemmes more problematic; in "Tricks with Mirro~s" the self and its image enter an unsolvable play of
d a c e s which leads once again to the image of depth, the inside as a renewed
source of the self: 'Perhaps I'm not a mirror. / Perhaps I'm a pool." But this is not
a return to the stance of the early poems, for the two realms of surface and depth are
alternative possibilities, not identities. Between these two possihilitia the poet
establishes an orphic line of communication; the inhabitnnts of the "underland," she
says, are always "beckoning you / back down" ("Procedrzres for Underground").
This creative vacillation produces a double consciousness containing two ~ m
plementary voices, the natural and the mythic. The first voice is found to be always
already implicated in pre-ex!s+ing voices. So the rat in "Rat Song" (one of several
similar "Songs of the Transform~d"! exclaims:
It's your throat I want, my i
trapped in your throat.
Though you b y to drown hir
with your greasy person voict
be is Ihiding / between your syllables
I can
~~-~hear him singlng.
~

The second voice is that of C:irce who, i
ce of poems, is the d i e n s e r of
r.
,. ~prevluus
~.
"muted syllables I, 1,err
over.,. =on,
languages, a Circe whose re-formed
words offer hope of a new beginning. The visions of the two voices are, as she says
in another poem, like "'two islands." On the fist, events "run themselves through /
almost without us," hut the second '%as never happened" though the poem goes on
to create a fiction for it. The first we cannot escape, the s a n d we cannot do without.
With the second we can imagine each thing to be unique, new, original so that next
"summer, will not be / grass, leaves, repetition, there will / have to be other words,"
other poems.
It is this very inadequacy of hguage, according to Richard Pevear in his
Nlght Talk, which provides, in Heidegger's words, a clearing away in order to found
a new beginning ("The Origin of the Work of AIV'). For the poet, according to
Peaver and Heidegger, the signifying quality of language is not as important as its
ability or "presence" or "house" bein& the world, by the very act of its being spoken.
And ironically this a d of presenting is accomplished because our language cannot
completely, and thus statically, contain the world-some of the world's dynamic,
evasive nature appears through the very equivocation, polysemy, the sense of openness
and possibility, that mark our attempts to contain things. "Speech," for example,
describes
~~~

t
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A wooden facsimile of the perfect lanmage
Heard for a moment and lost, vainly sought for,
Although it sings caLnly in the air,~theearth, the water.
These are words that would clothe the simolest obi&
In its ovm simplicity, but twisted from their purpose
They burn on your tongue like an acid penny.
Words which, yet, if you face them squarely,
Yield a hard light and, being inadequate,
Leave space enough for the world to flow into.

This is, then, an intertexhd relation between speech and being. So, Pevear exclaims
in "Provisiond Ode'And now I see you, finally, and can speak:
A sudden spring of words in the desert
Of my mouth. That is only an image of you
In my speech, my swech in your being.
But all this is not to suggest that there is a desire for a SheUeyau interpenetration of
world and word, even within the space of language's inadequacy, for, as Pevear says
in "Double Labor," our "impenetrable states of minrl" eventually produce "the
inevitable, head an crash against the wall."
What the ~ o e attempts
t
to do is locale our origins in a pre-historical context
where particular orij$15 are "forgotten" but where all being is farever on th e verge
of becoming:
Not lost
--. - -sleep, the horses
Move into an almost classical distance,
Into August, into the rift, the calm eye
Of the unreaped meadow. But to abide
Is to be forever expectant.
The state is, as Pevear says in sevpral poems, a unity of motion and rest. \Ve realize
the state of expectancy inadcqnately. of rnurse, and only throush the flawed “hates"
of the origin in things and time-bound undc we find around us. Thw, in 'Than,"
Pevear studies
the structure of a seashell whorled
Out of its lo* beencine. anr! the seed
Your h h n a n . Lnzl rer!i!ct:n? of the flower,
Round, hard, ant: p~mpmt!!- " w e d .
And in 'La Beale Isode" the "first meetinc" of characters becomes an originating
event founded upon the "wordlsr ' Promise of the k t words," a language that resides in the "space" or "rift" in speech. This "promise," this sense of possibility and
openness, the "'beauhlful acceptance of the unavoidable," characterizes the whole
book; there is everywhere in Pevear's roim a senre that "the world at any moment/
May become tmmlucent" ('"lhe Beautihl .4mptance"). The emphasis on the nonsignifying aspects of language comprises the very notion of "night talk," a speech
that refers not to particular things hidden in the dark, but which can allow, by its
very utterance, an unsaid, a sense of presence, of fullness,to entez that speech:

,

.

Unseen
The stars come out above the city,
The unsaid is a caught breath
Between us: all is, nothing moves.
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For Bin Ramke, as the title of his book, The Difference Between Night And
Day, suggests, there is also a critical rift between word and world, founding imagination and historical reality. In the day vision, as he suggests in "Snmmer 1958:
Louisian&" there is an acute consciousness that nothing can he originated, that
everything has already o c d : "What happens in this state ir always memory/
even before it happens." Memory for Ramke proves a burden and as it becomes
less and less a means of imaginatively dealing with the world, it also becomes, increasingly as the book progresses, the harbinger of guilt. The last section of the book,
particularly, deals with this burden, especially in poems such as "Infidelity" and
"The Husband's Guilt." Burdened by the past, one becomes like the woman in "An
Old Woman Walks Home" who exclaims: "There is no story to my future but my
past/ is warm and rancid."
The night vision offers the poet a more successful means of dealing with time.
In this vision the tracks and traces of the past vanish:
Late at night snow covers the tracks of mall animals:
we grow smaller in the dark
until our rooms lose us in corners
and our mothers' slippercd feet
move farther down the hall.
("3louming His >lother's Death")
As the past and histom diminish as forces. imagination become5 more free to quarry
its own order for things founded upon its own authority: "I tell you a star is green/
but you CaMOt see it" ("The DifferenceBetween Xight and Day"). The poet's aim,

in this content, is not to search after origins, but to simply begin, however intransitively-not to measure the past hut to become part of time's passin& to be always
begbming:
When necessity lugs us into another year
do not be misled by calendars, a new year
begins with each tick, each time you
remember time is passing.
("Martyrdom: A Love Poem" )
For Dan Masterson, the passing of time marks a distance not from a metaphysical origin, but from a beginning rooted h l y in time, in the physical world.
It is a beginning that can be found only within the self during moments of profound loss (as in "For A Child Going Blind" where the parents have forgotten to
tell her how rainbows originate and progress towards shadows), or at the approach
of death (which so many of these poems deal with). The "Old Drummer in the
Poorhouse," for example, recounts the man$ life spinning away from an origin it
reaches, in himself, in the end: he watches "his life spin across the heceiling/ and
down the wall, finding itself/ again in the cracked and shadowed/ mirror." More
optimistic is "Remvq" where a small girl near death is revived, it seems, by the
metaphoric action of a huttedy who will fan the soul's flames:
She discovers her own image
reflected beneath the lid,
and passes tbivugh the eye
to find the soul's wick
fickering in the last
of its shadows.
It is precisely such a flickering world, always on the verge of d a p s e , always conveying a sense of great risk, absence, loss, that constitutes life in On E&h As It Is.
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a mystery in its own right and the subjed of much recent brooding. The other chapters treat Oediw, Dostoevsky, Camus, Pirandello, Borges, Kafka, Robbe-Crillet,
and-in an epilogue that reaches back to the origins of Western mystery-the Book
o f Job. ~ a c h h a s i t sown rewar& and perplexing omissions, but together they constitute a serious intluinr
- . into the crucial auestions of modernism. Because Grossvogel
.
so limits his discusson of the mystery and detectve genre, however, and is prone to
do so by raising interesting questions that get brushed aside (for example: 'the detective story is always in danger of becoming something else. With the advent of
the 'hard-boiled' genre. . .the detective story becomes a saga of the American industrial city as the locale of a man facing the corruption of individuals and of government"), his book at times seems strangely self-defeating.
The chapters are also uneven in approach and methodology, ranging from a
compelling, although tortuous, reading of tertuel figures in Oedipw to (as I noted)
a near-plot summary of Agatha Christie and on to more conventional and controlled
considerations of the function of "'masks" and *?ehearsals" in Pirandello, of the ''parable" as simile in Kafka, or of the
"deconstmction" of Oedipal myth in RohheGrillet Grossvogel's readings of the twentieth-century writers are individually illuminating and dectively important in establishing for us some of the implementing
motives and de6ning limits with which modem literature is obsessed. The shtdent
of modernism will find his curiosity deepened and satisfied by much of Mystery and
Its Fictions; the serious reader of mystery and detective fiction will wish that Grossvogel had pmbed further into the motives and limits of the genre from which he
takes his clue.
Emc J. SWND?UIST
1
The Johns Hopkins Unioersity
misiana State UniverMadison Jones. Passage Through Gehenna. Baton Rouge: LC
sity Press, 1978, 277 pp. $8.95.
-- .L.2
Some of Madison Jones's earlier navels s d e r L
z ~ v r t r uuv~ousattempts at being
topical. Even Jones's A Cy of Absence, one of his best novels, depends much on the
topic of racial con0ict for its d e b . But Passage Through G e h a , Jones's new novel,
is a timeless allegory of universal interest. In Passage he has created a stirring Southern "testimonial" in an almost epic tone. The novel is an extended moral parable,
but it has plenty of realistic action. The masterful blend of religion and sex leads
to two killings. But the violence does not obscure the moral theme of the novel.
The action takes place in the town of Hallsboro, where most people are of a
m a l origin. There are several well-rounded characters, but the novel is mainly a
study of the initiation of Jud Rivers. The rural mind of Jud bas been created by a
man who has spent his life among country people in the South. Madison Jones has
exact laowledge of the det& of country life.
Whether he uses country talk, country preaching or the filthy whisper of the
local whore, it is clear that Jones is a seasoned stylkt. He is an experienced story
teller, who does not let us off until the story has been told. A p a t tension is maintained also between the climactic parts, for Jones has worked hard at reducing "the
elocution." The chapter transitions are unrivaled in smoothness. Jones always moves
on to new aspects at exactly the right moment. The economy is praiseworthy. Every
detail is essential in relation to the novel as a whole. But the austerity of the form
does not diminish the richness of the texture. Every detail is fully dramatized, and
entire scenes are brought to life with just a few details. An expert craftsman avoids
coincidences, hut accepts the unavoidable. People kill, become pregnant or commit
suicides also in Hallsboro, but the events are not in the novel as shock effects. The
reader accepts the violence as organic and unavoidable.
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In HaIlsboro there are grotesque characters, barking dogs of ancient folklore,
and an ever-threatening violence below the apparent ease. Hallsboro is a m e of
Old Testament world, drawn with the artistry of a Flannery Wonnor. Yet the
every day of these Tennessee characters is frJl of blue jeans and pot-smoldng. The
clash between old traditions and modem mores is reflected in the struggle in Jud's
mind.
Jud is brought up in The Tme Bible Church of Jesus Christ, one of the many
churches of the Tennessee hills of a Fundamentalist persussion. Salter, the leader,
works miracles routinely; an2 a-F are not allowed to doubt his miraculous powers.
Jones has grown up attendbe fl:t%-heallnes and tent-revivals. He lmows what people look like when they m n e t.? r.e+?e: ".hd the people came, ignoring the cold.
They d d t e d mutely into
!?r: ore or two at a time, in scrubbed-out denim
jumpers and shapeless ww!m C?Z. 31-1 sxt down on the chairs. Their faces looked
or!:- zt tie lieht b&. . ."
empty, and they appearer! !P
The novel move, !:.a rn'z.,-. m :% m o d sphere. The stern Puritanism of
Jud's childhwd ernphzsbp3 r -..:-:e a! the e ~ ~ n sofe Christian love. He must
try to liberate himse'i ?,-: t:i: :i--r:i t' FP ra-zble of the love that Hannah Rice
5:. for a while, and the book beshows him does ee.5 I.:.' c':i.i-i
, :I-<
. r-t:z+
,
comes a study in the pn:h-'-r..
"r .-.ye ::L.s. >:<'I ordeal jz generated out of the
absence of love. I ! - r !--:-. I- * :--.- . 1 - :':eze ci the novel. What is a world
without love, as J o z r ~5 .': 7 . :
> !~
-2-:
ci vllting things that don't satisfy
!:="<' :: i i :?--:rh 5 ' . e s d c e of Hannah that Jud is
you. Till it burns yi.: o.
restored to himself. He on!>- c . 2 ~ i: :i--:zb GeLmna with her help. Unlike some
.: r-'
-.
y
e-:-ii?:.
T i e earlier novels often left the
of Jones's earl& nov.;:r. ?;c
- ..
c-.
, : . :: e t !cast capahlc of love.
reader with nowhere to PO. !-:r r!
The origin of the harie i?+z i - r ?z-i~;" i~ CbderIos de Laclos's Les Liaisons
danger~wes(1782), an epict.:?.?- r - - - f ' . :-z-.?*,?ns
of the soul. Laclos's female
seducer is unusually evil. I n F:-*.;;. :-- ;: r:n-i.-: as Lily Nunn of geat sexual
attractiveucss and obscure ariE>:. I:: i 1: F : Z ' - * ~~ ! : i . n he meets Lily and his sexually
in9amed idea of her is unreliable. F-t ii = :i r o o + n q woman. Her name recalk
Lilith, the wife Adam is fabled to hzve ?:C
Eve and a woman who is s u p
posed to have become the De%il'sd m , C:. tern: c! children and pregnant women.
In Passage, Lily NUM is a modern witch iqine the Devil's a.ork. She hopes to prove
to Jud's satisfaction that all the Cbristiars oi EalLrhro are hpocrites. Ultimately,
this costs the lives of Salter and Hannah Rie. It ii a result of Jones's sldll that personified evil fits in so well in a modern nove!.
Jud must come to terms with the evil in the world and with the results of
his strict upbringing. But he must also &y to reconcile his .-~ality
with re&.
There is a good deal of comedy when Jud attempts to stare down his libido. His
first sexual encounter with Dorcas Poole, d e d Goldie, fmm the local cafe has the
shattering impact of reality on a dreamer's mind: "Yet the event finally happened.
It was quick, like goats. . . ." Jud tries not to go hack to Goldie's bed, though it
is predictable that he will.
Both Salter and Goldie were created for a novel Jones wrote Ween years ago,
called Tales of Dirk. Except for two sections, the novel has not been published. It
was a comic novel on the Northern idea of what was going on down South in the
60's. It i? fortunate that Jones decided to revive these characten in the setting of
the HaUsboro micro~sm.
Madison Jones's sixth novel is his best so far; and that is saying a great deal.
Pnssagc Through Gehenna is a potentid classic, and it deserves a large audience.

.
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